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Abstract
The potential of gas-filled solenoids for separating fusion reaction products produced using particle
accelerators has recently been realized at the Australian National University. Their capability of high
efficiency transportation of fusion products and beam particle suppression means that they can be used
to measure fusion cross-sections with better precision than practically achievable with other separating
mechanisms. In order to effectively configure and use these solenoidal separators, simulation of the ions
paths is required to determine and optimize the transmission of the fusion products.
This thesis discusses the physical processes that need to be taken into account when doing this
simulation, and describes the code Solirte developed to perform the simulations. Since the simulation
requires following the trajectories of a large number of ions, the implementation of the simulator on
commodity graphics cards (in order to substantially increase the performance) is described.
The interactions between the high-speed heavy ion and the gas filling the solenoid depends on the
mean charge state, which is typically taken from empirical models. Increased accuracy in these values
will give an increased accuracy in the final results. A self-consistent approach is therefore developed in
this thesis to derive the mean charge state and initial angular distribution of the fusion products. The
simulator support and experimental analysis methods required to perform these techniques are described
and applied to the 58Ni + 64Ni fusion reaction.
The final chapter deals with expanding the range of reactions that can effectively be studied by
introduction of a gas mixture in the solenoid bore. The simulator implementation and the experimental
considerations required when using a gas mixture are discussed, and several systems are identified where
gas mixtures could allow improved or easier measurements.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Fusion reactions are of significant interest in nuclear physics because of their ability to test a wide range of
physical properties and theories. The method of measurement typically involves an intermediate-energy
(1 to 10 MeV per nucleon) beam of particles striking a fixed target. The resulting compound nucleus
products are “hot”, and rapidly evaporate some number of neutrons, protons, and alpha particles. The
resulting cooled nucleus is called an evaporation residue (ER). Due to conservation of momentum, the
fusion products and the scattered beam are mixed together and require some form of separation and
identification. Historically, any particular separation process tended to sit somewhere on the continuum
between high acceptance of fusion products (with also high acceptance of beam particles, requiring
complex detection schemes) and high suppression of beam particles (with also high suppression of fusion
products, resulting in long run times for small cross-section reactions).
Solenoidal separators offer the ability to get the best of both worlds – very high acceptance of fusion
products, and high suppression of beam particles. SOLITAIRE (solenoid for in-beam transport and
identification of recoiling evaporation-residues) is a fusion product separator developed at the Australian
National University Heavy Ion Accelerator Facility that employs a superconducting solenoid to achieve
an effective solid angle of 86 millisteradians, corresponding to an acceptance of scattering angles from
0.5 deg to 9.5 deg. This results in a transmission ratio between the target and the detectors for fusion
products of typically 90%, while heavily suppressing the beam.
1.1 SOLITAIRE
Since the structure of SOLITAIRE is important for most of the following chapters, a brief explanation
of the components (and the reasons behind the components) is given below. The overall structure of the
SOLITAIRE is shown in figure 1.1 for reference during this explanation. A more detailed discussion of
the important aspects that enable the separation of ERs from beam-like particles is given in [1].
1.1.1 The reaction
For a particular experimental run, some set of targets will be required. To enable rapid switching between
targets, SOLITAIRE has a target “ladder” that holds six targets. The ladder is positioned on the end
of a linear drive, which allows moving the chosen target into the beam. This provides the additional
benefit that a particular target on the ladder can be moved back and forth across the beam while the
experiment is running. This allows the radiation damage from the beam to be spread over a larger area
of the target, increasing the target lifespan when using weak targets or high intensity beams.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic view of a typical SOLITAIRE configuration.
When six targets is insufficient, there is also a small target ladder docking chamber off the main target
chamber. By fully extending the linear arm, the docking chamber (now containing the target ladder) is
sealed off from the main target chamber. This allows changing of the targets without requiring that the
entire apparatus to be brought up to atmospheric pressure and pumped down again.
1.1.2 Detecting the products
With the beam now interacting with the targets, the next conceptual step is to discuss the fusion
products. Conservation of momentum requires that these are still going in the downstream direction, so
the detection apparatus is placed downstream of the target. This can either be one or several detectors
(gas-filled, solid state) or more complex apparatus such as a secondary target and associated detectors
for when the solenoid is being used to generate radioactive ion beams.
1.1.3 Suppressing the direct beam
While simply placing a big detector directly downstream of the target will result in most fusion products
being caught, it will also result in the entire beam, both scattered and unscattered, reaching the detector.
Quite apart from the damage that would occur to the detector from the beam, the beam particles
outnumber the fusion products by many orders of magnitude. To eliminate the direct unscattered beam
particles, a Faraday cup can be placed directly downstream from the target.
While this results in essentially complete attenuation of beam particles that pass straight through
the target, it also will stop some fusion products (ERs). Because of evaporation from the compound
nucleus, and scattering in the target, ERs generally have a considerable angular spread coming out of
the target. By placing a small Faraday cup some distance downstream, many of the fusion products will
be outside the Faraday cup, while the relatively narrow beam can still easily be caught.
1.1.4 Suppressing elastically scattered beam-like particles
Although the direct beam is suppressed, there would still be many beam-like particles reaching the
detector due to elastic scattering of the beam in the target. For most reactions, there would still be
enough orders of magnitude between the number of fusion products and the number of beam-like particles
to “blind” an ER detector.
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The start of the solution here lies in the fact that the particles leaving the target will be charged
as a result of their high velocity. When the ion comes close enough to an atom of the matter it is
passing through, there is an apportunity for electrons to be transferred between the two atoms. As a
result of many of these exchanges, the ions leaving the target have a distribution of charges. While
the exact distribution is complex and computationally infeasible to calculate exactly, it can be closely
approximated by a Gaussian of mean charge q¯ and width σ. Various empirical approximations for q¯
and σ have been developed. For the systems commonly used in SOLITAIRE, the approximation by
Nikolaev[2] has been found to provide reasonable values:
q¯ = Z
[
1 +
( v
Zαv′
)−1
k
]−k
(1.1)
dhwhm = d2
√√√√q¯ [1− ( q¯
Z
) 1
k
]
(1.2)
where k = 0.6, v′ = 3.6 × 106 m s−1, α = 0.45, d2 = 0.5, and Z is the nuclear charge. Note that the
half-width-half-maximum (dhwhm) needs to be converted to σ by dividing by
√
2 ln 2.
Since the fusion products and beam-like particles are different elements, the distribution of charges
on exit is different, but the momentum is the same. This combination of properties can be exploited by
using a solenoid to focus the ions.
Solenoid focusing
The simplest case is an infinite solenoid which acts as a lens to charged particles emitted from a point
on the axis of the solenoid. This is due to the helical path followed by a charged particle in a uniform
magnetic field. Taking the solenoid axis to be the z axis (a convention that will be used from here on),
the period of rotation in the x-y plane is t = 2pimqBZ where m is the mass of the particle, q the charge, and
BZ the z component of the magnetic field (which, for our infinite solenoid, is simply the magnetic field).
To bring the emitted particles back to the axis (with unitary magnification), one full loop needs to be
completed, requiring a z distance of 2pimv cos θqBZ where θ is the initial angle from the z-axis. If this angle
is kept small, then cos θ ≈ 1. Applying a thin lens interpretation of this, and substituting p = mv, gives
a focal length of pipqBZ
Since SOLITAIRE is not an infinite solenoid, a different treatment is required. The focusing proper-
ties of (finite) solenoids have been extensively studied, initially for use in cathode ray tubes and electron
microscopes. In such a solenoid, the radial velocity and z-axis field still impose a helical path on the
particle. However, as the particle gets further away from the z axis, the z component of the velocity
and radial component of the field generate a force in opposition to the helical path. The combination of
these forces once again results in the solenoid acting as a lens, this time with a focal length of[3]:
f =
4p2
q2B¯2ZL
(1.3)
where L is the length of the solenoid, p is the momentum, and B¯2Z is the mean of the square of the axial
magnetic field, given by:
B¯2Z =
1
zf − zi
∫ zf
zi
B2z (z) dz
Optically, zi and zf are the object and image positions along the z axis. For a fixed field, the focal length
depends only on the momentum and charge of the particle.
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Figure 1.2: The magnetic circuit of SOLITAIRE (from [4]).
This second expression can be thought of as the opposite of the first – it assumes that the solenoid
is very thin compared to the object-image distance, instead of the solenoid being very much longer than
the object-image distance (and thus enclosing both the object and image in the field, with negligible
fringing effects). A real solenoid like SOLITAIRE is somewhere in between these two extremes (rather
closer to the second), with a focal point that correspondingly is somewhere between the two estimations.
Consequently, neither of these expressions allow for an exact calculation of focal length, though they do
allow approximate scaling of experimentally known focal lengths to similar systems.
Containment of the field
SOLITAIRE is build around a 6.5 Tesla 1 superconducting solenoid. The solenoid coils themselves have
an operating temperature of 3.2 K, so are superinsulated both externally and from the “warm” bore
that carries the fusion products.
One potential issue with having such a strong solenoid just downstream from the target is that the
fringing fields are still quite significant at the target, and even further upstream. Interference with the
beam upstream from the target is undesirable. Additionally, an unshielded 6.5 T solenoid can interfere
with mechanical devices such as pumps, and requires care when working on while active.
To solve these issues, the solenoid is made to be part of a magnetic circuit, as shown in figure 1.2. The
two main other components of the circuit are the iron yoke providing a return path for the magnetic field,
and the nose cone (see figure 1.1). The nose cone performs two tasks. The first is a further reduction in
the magnetic field near the target by nearly an order of magnitude[1]. The second is to shield the path
from the target to the forward-scattering detectors used for beam normalization. These detectors are
discussed in section 4.
Blocking beam-like particles
Since the beam-like particles and fusion products have the same momentum but different distributions
of charge out of the target, the solenoid focusing results in a different distribution of focal points along
the axis. To reduce the number of beam-like particles then just requires placing obstructions along
the axis where high intensities of beam-like particles are expected. There are two such obstructions in
SOLITAIRE. The first is the back rod, which is a 4 mm diameter threaded rod, which typically holds
1The magnetic field value of the magnet is the maximum magnetic field along the axis of the solenoid. In practice, the
current through the coils along with the known calibration constant of the magnet system is used to determine the magnetic
field.
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three discs diameter 12 mm. The back rod is intended to catch the essentially full energy beam-like
particles resulting from scattering in the target.
A second rod is placed between the back of the Faraday cup and the back rod. This front rod
was recently added in response to a significant number of low-energy beam-like particles still passing
through the solenoid. They were identified as coming to a focus twice – once before the back rod, and
once after – resulting in high transmission through the solenoid. The source of these particles has not
been conclusively identified, though appear to be related to scattering off the target and some internal
SOLITAIRE components. While there have been no systematic comparisons with and without the rod,
comparison of reactions measured both before and after the installation of the rod indicate only a minor
improvement in background, and this could also be attributable to improved beam tuning.
These rods alone are not a complete solution to the suppression problem since the beam-like particles
and ERs often have overlapping charge state distributions. For example, 150 MeV 64Ni ions coming from
a target will have q¯ = 20.88 and dσ = 1.21. If the target is also
64Ni, then the 75 MeV 128Ba (assuming
no evaporation) has q¯ = 23.13 and dσ = 1.79. Even if all ions with q¯ less than 23 are blocked (meaning
blocking nearly half the ERs), the proportion of beam-like particles getting past is still 0.013, or about
1 in every 75 beam-like particle being transmitted. This is orders of magnitudes away from what is
required to avoid overloading the detection system.
1.1.5 Separating the fusion products
The solution to this problem is to fill the solenoid bore with a gas. A pressure as low as a few Torr is
usually sufficient. Similar to the charge exchange interactions that occur in the target, charge exchange
interactions occur as the ions pass through the gas. Assuming the distance between charge exchanges
is sufficiently small, the effective charge state of any individual ion over the whole path through the gas
is typically the mean charge state of the ion in the gas, q¯gas. Crucially, the q¯gas for fusion products is
lower than those of the beam species.
An example of this is shown in figure 1.3. Horizontal from the middle is the distance from the target,
with the y position being the mean value of q2 for each ion since leaving the target. The colors indicate
intensities – red being the most ions, blue the fewest. The system being shown is for 150 MeV 64Ni on
a 64Ni target, with the ions passing through 1 Torr of helium, but the general principle applies to all
systems. In the middle (0 m from the target), the charge state distributions are assumed to be identical
between the products and beam-like particles (and uniform over q from 0 to Z, for clarity). The discrete
charge states are clearly visible in the beam-like side, where the mean free path between charge exchange
events is greater. As the path length grows, the average charge over that path trends towards a common
value, regardless of the initial charge. Over a two metre path length, the distributions of q¯2 for beam-like
and product particles (the far left and right of the diagram respectively) are nearly disjoint.
1.1.6 Additional details
Since the solenoid is now filled with gas, this gas needs to be prevented from going upstream of the target
chamber. This is done by using thin (14 to 65 µg/cm2[1]) carbon foils to isolate the target chamber
and solenoid bore from the accelerator upstream. Such foils are regularly produced via evaporation-
deposition for electron stripping in the main accelerator, or for supporting weak targets. Additional care
has to be taken during construction to avoid pinholes anywhere on the foil, but otherwise the process is
unchanged. These foils have proven to be very robust during solenoid operation, and easily hold the 1
Torr of pressure normally used.
Similarly, it is sometimes required that the detection chamber be isolated from the gas in the solenoid
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Figure 1.3: Average charge state of individual ions through varying gas depths.
bore. In particular, silicon detectors would rapidly become damaged from arcing if operated in the gas
environment typically present in the solenoid bore. To acheive this, a polyethylene terephthalate (PET)
foil window can be attached to the downstream end of the solenoid to contain the gas, allowing a vacuum
to be maintained in the detection chamber.
Finally, two further geometrical obstructions are sometimes used. The first is a radial extension to
the Faraday cup. The thicker the target, the greater the amount of scattering. As a result, thick targets
may have a high intensity of beam-like ions just missing the Faraday cup. To compensate for this, an
additional disc can be placed behind the Faraday cup to block these low-angle ions.
The second feature is an exit aperture at the end of the solenoid (shown in 1.1). Since beam-like
particles are brought to a focus earlier than the ERs, they are (on average) further from the axis than the
ERs at the focal point of the ERs. By placing an additional obstruction (essentially a “maximum radius”
condition to complement the “minimum radius” condition from the rod and stoppers) at the focal point,
this allows further suppression of beam-like particles. This exit aperture can either be attached directly
to the end of the warm bore, or offset downstream by 15 cm through the use of an extending tube.
1.2 Detecting fusion reaction products
Despite the effort in suppressing beam-like particles, it is inevitable that some will still reach the detector.
So, it is required that any detection scheme be capable of both detecting the ERs, and allowing them to
be distinguished from the unwanted events. The structure of the detection apparatus depends entirely on
the physics of interest in the reaction. Besides just counting the number of fusion reaction evaporation
residues, SOLIAIRE has been used to do gamma spectroscopy on them by stopping the ERs in a foil
and detecting the resulting decays[5].
For counting ERs, there have been two types of detectors that have been used in SOLITAIRE so far
– multi-wire proportional counters (MWPCs) and solid state (typically silicon surface barrier) detectors.
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Figure 1.4: Diagram of the SOLITAIRE multi-wire proportional counter detectors.
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Figure 1.5: Schematic of the delays as used in the MWPC detectors.
1.2.1 Single multi-wire proportional counter
The most basic method used is a single MWPC at some distance from the exit of the solenoid. Each
counter is made up of three layers, shown schematically in figure 1.4:
• 200 vertical wires (gold-coated 20 µm tungsten), 1 mm spacing
• Gold-coated 0.9 µm or 0.7 µm PET centre foil
• 200 horizontal wires, 1mm spacing
There is a 3 mm gap between each layer, which is filled with 3-4 Torr of propane. The centre foil is
biased to approximately -420 V whilst the wires are at ground potential.
As an ion passes through the detector, it ionizes the gas through which it travels. The potential
difference between the grid and the centre foil causes an electron avalanche, the total charge of which
is proportional to the energy lost by the ion in the gas. This current flow is detected both as a current
flowing into the wires and as an induced current flowing out of the centre foil. The output from each
wire is input into a chain of 1 ns delays. This is shown in figure 1.5. As a result, the position across the
grid can be determined by comparing the time of the signals from each end of the delay line. For a N
wire grid, an event on the far left will have the left-most output N −1 ns prior to the right-most output.
An event on the far right will have the right-most output N −1 ns prior to the left-most output, and the
relative delay for events between the two will change at a rate of 2 ns per wire. The two grids positions
then give the x and y position of the ion at the detector.
The second signal obtained from the detector is from the centre foil. This signal is used in two
ways – as a measure of the energy lost in the detector ∆E, and as a time signal. If the accelerator is
7
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Figure 1.6: Example histograms from pairs of signals from using two MWPCs. ER events are circled.
operating with a DC beam, this second quantity is of no meaning. However, the accelerator can be
configured to generate a pulsed beam. The fundamental time between pulses is 106 ns, though pules can
be skipped to give an inter-pulse time of a multiple of 106 ns. The pulsing is done through electrostatic
deflection, phase-locked to a reference signal. This reference signal is available to the acquisition system
and electronics, and a “time of flight” is determined as the time between this reference signal and the
centre foil signal.
1.2.2 Two multi-wire proportional counters
With two MWPCs in series, the additional time-of-flight (done relative to the first detector, not the
reference clock) and ∆E values provide a substantial increase in capability to distinguish ERs from
beam-like particles. Surprisingly, the energy loss through the first detector helps rather than hinders
this[1], as comparing the flight time to the first detector and that between them gives an accurate
measure of the energy loss, helping to identify the ions.
An example of the results from using two MWPCs is shown in figure 1.6. When using the single
detector, only the histogram B is available. In this histogram, there is still some overlap between the ERs
and the beam-like particles, so some amount of uncertainty is present. In contrast, the ERs in figure C
show an excellent separation. Typically, when using two MWPCs, only figure C is used for identification,
though in cases where it is insufficient the other histograms can be used for enhanced identification.
1.2.3 Silicon detector
A nucleus can decay (usually from its ground state) though one of a number of different decay modes.
For heavy nuclei (particularly above lead), alpha decay is a common mode, especially for the typically
8
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Figure 1.7: Primary decay modes for known nuclei (from NuDat2[6]).
neutron-poor evaporation residues. This can be clearly seen in figure 1.7. The energy of the emitted
alphas have been extensively studied and recorded, allowing identification of elements and their isotopes.
To take advantage of this ability, the ER needs to be watched for a long enough period of time for the
alpha decay to have a significant probability of occurring. One simple way of doing this is to embed
the ER into a solid state detector. A typical ER will be implanted at a depth of 1 to 10 µm in the
silicon detector. When the ER alpha-decays, the alpha particle is caught by the detector, and its energy
recorded.
One issue with this technique is that the alphas can escape from the detector. Since the range of
the alpha through silicon is much greater than the range of the ER through silicon (ie: the implantation
depth), there is up to a 50% probability that the full energy of the alpha will not be caught by the
detector. The probability of full energy capture can be calculated using the ion-material interaction
simulation code SRIM[7]. A typical example would be 27 MeV 174Pt nuclei, formed as the products of
143 MeV 34S on 144Sm. The average ER implantation depth is approximately 5 µm, whereas the 6 MeV
alpha emitted will travel on average 32 µm. The probability of the full energy being recorded is then
only 55%. More complex detector configurations, such as using two facing detectors, can increase this
percentage if required at the cost of greater complexity.
A second issue limits the applicability of this technique: some isotopes simply do not have an alpha
emission on their decay path down to a stable isotope. Others may only undergo alpha decay with a
significantly reduced probability. In such cases, implantation decay often cannot effectively be used to
identify individual isotopes.
1.2.4 Vetoing of elastics
Despite the geometrical obstructions to prevent beam-like particles from reaching the detector, a signif-
icant number still do so. Most of these are purely elastically scattered, referred to as full-energy beam
particles to distinguish them from those with less energy than the original beam. If these events were
allowed to trigger the data acquisition system, the sheer number of events would result in a high dead
time.
The time of flight (relative to the reference signal) allows us to reject the full-energy beam particles.
Since all the full-energy beam particles have a fixed time of flight through the solenoid, they all arrive at
9
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Figure 1.8: Vetoing of full energy elastics. Events in the shaded time window are not seen by the
acquisition system.
the detector during a small time interval. To avoid triggering on these particles, a veto is used to block
events during this interval. Since the ERs have a much longer time of flight, as shown diagrammatically
in figure 1.8, they are not affected by this veto.
1.3 The need for simulation
Simulating the SOLITAIRE apparatus is important for two reasons. The first is to determine the optimal
geometrical configuration and field for the reaction of interest. By adjusting the magnetic field, the focal
point of the ERs can be brought to be exactly on the detector. This is important particularly for
implantation decay measurements where an under- or over-focused ER beam can result in an image that
is larger than the size of the silicon detector (thus missing ER events and lowering the transmission from
the target to the detector). Additionally, the position of the stoppers and the presence or otherwise of
the exit collimation geometry has a large effect on the transmission of beam-like particles to the detector.
These two factors are clearly interconnected. By changing the focal length of the ERs through
magnetic field adjustments, the focal length of the beam-like particles is also affected. Additionally, if
the stoppers are positioned or sized incorrectly, they may intercept ERs as well as beam-like particles.
While one solution is simply to determine at the start of a run what the ideal configuration is by
measuring the event rates, this is expensive in terms of accelerator time. Additionally, some adjustments
(such as the position of the stoppers on the back rod) require shutting down the field and bringing the
solenoid bore up to atmospheric pressure. This is both time consuming and risks damaging the fragile
carbon entry windows. A better solution is to be able to simulate the apparatus sufficiently accurately,
and to use the simulated results to determine the optimal configuration prior to starting the experiment.
The second important use for simulation is to determine the transmission of the device from the target
to the detector. In order to make accurate fusion cross-section measurements, there are a number of
quantities that need to be known. These are discussed more in section 4.1, but the one of importance here
is the transmission efficiency from the target to the detector. Depending on the properties of the ER as it
leaves the target and the subsequent interactions with the gas, it may hit some component of SOLITAIRE
in front of the detector (such as the warm bore), hit the detector, or miss everything (and be stopped
behind the detector by the detection chamber casing). While SOLITAIRE has a high transmission
efficiency, it is not 100%, and varies depending on the reaction being studied. Additionally, determining
the transmission of ions of a particular type and energy is not experimentally straightforward: it requires
at the very minimum knowing the number of ions leaving the target for a given amount of input beam,
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which in turn requires knowing the fusion cross-section, the very quantity we are trying to measure!
Hence, in order to make measurements with a certain accuracy, it is required that a simulator must
be used that has accuracy (from a transmission point of view) better that that required in the final
result. Typically, knowledge of the absolute transmission efficiency to 1% is desirable.
1.4 Thesis overview
The following chapters can largely be divided into three sections. First, a general discussion of the physics
of simulation, and the details of the simulator itself are given. This also introduces the motivation for
obtaining more accurate parameterizations for ion-gas interactions. The methods to improve these
parameterizations are described in the successive two chapters. Finally, the use of the simulator to
predict and analyze the use of a gas mixture in the bore of the solenoid is described.
11
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Chapter 2
Solenoid simulation
Accurate simulation of ion trajectories in SOLITAIRE is important for two reasons. First, SOLITAIRE
requires setting up prior to an experiment in order to achieve optimal efficiency and suppression of
beam particles. This involves both selecting the magnetic field and adjustments to the geometrical
configuration (rod, stoppers, entry aperture, etc). While the magnetic field can easily be adjusted at the
start of a run to find the optimal value, the geometrical configuration requires opening of the apparatus.
The time required for letting up and pumping down SOLITAIRE is in the order of 2 hours, which can
impact on the time available to do the actual experiment, especially if several refinements have to be
done. If the passage of ions through SOLITAIRE can be accurately simulated, then the best geometrical
configuration can be determined prior to the experiment, allowing efficient use of the available beam
time.
The second reason for being able to accurately simulate SOLITAIRE is for absolute cross-section
measurements which require the knowledge of the total transport efficiency. Due to the complex nature
of the physics of the ion transport through SOLITAIRE, a Monte-Carlo approach has been taken. The
simulator code I have written, Solirte1, is an ion raytracer, with microscopic handling of charge exchange
and scattering events.
2.1 Effects of a magnetic field
2.1.1 Solenoid focusing
While the focusing properties of finite solenoids was discussed in section 1.1.4, this property is not
directly used in Solirte. Since Solirte is a ion raytracer, it simply uses the magnetic field and the Lorentz
force law F = qv ×B. Integration is done using a fourth order Runge-Kutta integrator, in Cartesian
space. While cylindrical coordinates may seem more natural (since SOLITAIRE is, to a large degree,
cylindrically symmetrical), numerical problems occur as the ions approach the axis. At their focal point,
the ions tend to be travelling in a straight line that passes close to the axis. This creates high angular
velocities which significantly degrades the integration accuracy. Smaller timesteps need to be taken as
a result, which tend to significantly outweigh any performance improvements from the more natural
coordinate system.
SOLITAIRE’s magnetic field has been calculated using the code POISSON/SUPERFISH[8]. This
calculation takes into account the effect of the nose cone and iron yoke around the solenoid. However,
1International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) pronounciation s6l"l3rt; for those unfamiliar with IPA notation, combine
“solenoid” and “alert”.
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Figure 2.1: Z-R and X-Y views of a typical ion path through the solenoid.
since it is only a 2D calculation, it does not take into account the azimuthal variation in the field caused
by the discrete components of the yoke, or the larger gap between the staves at the top or bottom of the
solenoid. It is assumed that this has a negligible effect on the ion trajectories.
A typical ion path is shown in figure 2.1. There are three distinct segments to the path. The first
is the portion from the target until it reaches the warm bore. The small fringing field here has only a
minor effect on the ion, and so the trajectory is essentially a straight line. Once inside the warm bore,
the focusing action of the solenoid is apparent in the Z-R view. The X-Y view (where the warm bore
portion of the path is highlighted in red) shows the spiral path that causes this focusing. Finally, once
the ion reaches the end of the warm bore, there again is little field to affect it and the trajectory becomes
straight again. The focal point is relatively clearly defined by the minimum in the Z-R plot.
2.1.2 Magnetic field file
Since the primary aim of Solirte is simulation of trajectories through a solenoid, it assumes that the
magnetic field is azimuthally symmetric. As such, the input file is simply a list of points on a 2D grid
with the associated field value at that point. The current input format was chosen to use the same files
as older iterations of the simulator. These used a tex file with four columns:
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• The first column contains the radial distance, in centimeters.
• The second column contains the longitudinal distance through the solenoid, from an arbitrary
point, in centimeters. The currently used magnetic field file used the centre of the coils as the
“zero” point, though there is no requirement that this is the case.
• The next column contains the radial component of the magnetic field, in Gauss.
• The final column contains the longitudinal component of the magnetic field, also in Gauss.
While the units specified for the magnetic field are Gauss, Solirte does internal normalization of the values
to obtain the requested magnetic field value – a magnetic field of 6.5 Tesla means that the magnetic field
data will be normalized such that the maximum z-axis component of the magnetic field along the z axis
(ie: down the centre of the solenoid) is exactly 6.5 Tesla.
The field can also be shifted along the z axis, though this is primarily used for checking the sensitivity
of the measurements to the absolute position of the coils.
2.2 Gas interactions
Without the presence of gas in the solenoid bore, the simulation of SOLITAIRE is almost trivial. For an
ion with a particular initial position, velocity, and charge state, the final position on the detector merely
requires tracing the progress of a charged particle through the non-uniform magnetic as described in
section 2.1. When gas is introduced to the system, however, three more processes occur which greatly
complicate matters. These three processes – scattering, charge exchange, and energy loss – are discussed
next. Ionization of the beam particles is ecapsulated inside the handling of charge exchange, as there is
no difference (from the beam particle perspective) between the electron becoming free or being captured
by a gas atom or molecule. Ionization of the gas is assumed to be negligible, and all gas atoms or
molecules are assumed to be uncharged.
2.2.1 Scattering
Scattering is the best understood of the gas interaction processes. For the sake of simplicity, it is
assumed that the gas in monoatomic, at a sufficiently low pressure such that the ion is only interacting
with a single gas molecule at any point in time2. This simplified process is still a very complex quantum
mechanical situation – there is little interaction force between the ion and the gas atom until the electron
clouds overlap (since from a distance the gas atom is uncharged). However, a classical approach can
produce a relatively accurate approximation.
The most classical approach is that of Rutherford scattering. Here, the gas and beam atoms are
treated as simple point charges corresponding to their nuclear charge. This approximation is valid when
energies are high enough that the bulk of the scattering interaction occurs well inside the innermost
electron orbit. In the gold foil backscattering experiment from which this model was first proposed, this
was very much the case: at the point of closest approach, the separation of the gold and helium nuclei
was (in the large angle cases) around 27 fm. This compares to the radius of the first electron orbital
in gold of nearly 53, 000 fm. Additionally, the helium ions were fully stripped, eliminating the complex
interaction of the two electron clouds.
2This is not a difficult condition to satisfy. A rough lower bound can be calculated by considering the probability that
a second atom in within the interaction radius, assuming uniform distribution of gas atoms. For helium, this probability
doesn’t get above 10−3 until a pressure of approximately 10 atm.
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While conceptually and mathematically clean, this approach does not accurately describe the types
of interactions occurring in the bore of SOLITAIRE due to the relatively unstripped gas and beam
particles. A more accurate model involves a screening function, the shape of which describes the effect
of the electrons in cancelling out the nuclear charge. This is usually described as altering the electric
potential between the two atoms from 1r (where r is the distance between the two nuclei) to S (r)
1
r where
S (r) is the screening function.
These screening functions can be empirical or theoretically based. The theoretical based screening
functions (for example, that of Salvat et. al. [9]) are typically based around Hartree-Fock calculations of
the electron density, since the screening at any particular radius is (classically speaking) closely related
to the charge within a particular radius. Empirical functions (such as the Ziegler-Biersack-Littmark,
or ZBL, from [10]) typically build off the Thomas Fermi model of electron orbital densities, with some
adjustment factors that vary based on the beam ion and the gas atom. A significant advantage of the
empirical functions is their computational simplicity.
Scattering in Solirte is done through one of three methods. The first is simply Rutherford scattering.
While this is quick, it is not especially accurate due to mentioned ignoring of the screening effect of the
electrons.
The second method is that used by TRIM86 – the so-called MAGIC scattering routine. Apart
from my translation from Fortran to C++, no changes were made. This routine starts from a fast
approximation to the distance of closest approach, and then proceeds through several Newton-Raphson
iterations to improve the result.
The final method is similar to that used by GEANT4. I develped an independent implementation in
C++ using the algorithms described in [11]. While currently this simply uses the ZBL potential, and thus
returns essentially identical results to the MAGIC routine, it is trivial to extend it to other potentials
if a better one is identified. This is in contrast to the MAGIC routine where there are many derived
constants and a specialised initial approximation used. Performance is similar between the TRIM and
GEANT4 algorithms – while heavily dependent on the particles and gas presure, running Solirte with
the GEANT4 algorithm would typically see an approximately 10% drop in performance.
2.2.2 Charge exchange
Charge exchange is a much more complicated process than scattering. When two atoms are in close
proximity, there is a chance that one of the electrons will transfer from one atom to the other. For ions
passing through a gas, the time that the ion is close to any particular gas atom is short – therefore, if an
exchange event occurs, the two atoms become distant very quickly and the electron cannot be transferred
back.
Early discussions about the process centered around the valence electron velocity[12]. In a classical
view, consider an uncharged heavy atom (atomic number Z) passing slowly through a cloud of uncharged
helium atoms. The outer electron in He− would be traveling at a much higher speed than the Z-th
electron in the beam atom. Therefore, the chance of the electron jumping from heavy ion to the helium
is minimal due to the large difference in velocity. However, if the beam atom is moving at a sufficiently
high speed, the net speed of the outer electron would match that required of the third electron in He−.
In this case, the electron is capable of (comparatively) easily jumping between the two atoms.
Later detailed quantum mechanical theories (such as that by Wille and Hippler[13]) were developed
for low-speed collisions, where the combined two-atom system is treated as a single molecule. For
intermediate energy regions, classical trajectory Monte Carlo methods[14] have been used with success,
tracking single electrons through the interaction to see which ion (if any) it ends up bound to. Neither
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of these two approaches are viable for rapid simulation of ion trajectories due to the large number of
calculations required.
Given a large number of ions, and a large number of charge exchanging events, the collection of
ions will form an equilibrium charge state distribution (ECSD). This ECSD is often Gaussian-shaped,
though small variations due to electron shell effects are common. A number of different approximations
exist for the mean and the width of the Gaussian, though some care has to be taken for highly stripped
ions – since the mean will be close to the number of protons in the atom, it will predict a non-zero
probability that the ion will have a charge greater than the number of protons in the atom, which is of
course impossible.
The second approximation that is made is to disregard multiple-electron transfers, and assume that
only a single electron is exchanged in each interaction. This works surprisingly well, since the multiple
electron transfers usually can be compensated for simply by an increased single electron transfer cross-
section. Consequently, a number of approximations ([15], [16]) have been developed for single electron
capture cross-sections.
These two approximations (the ECSD, plus the capture cross sections) can be used to derive the
electron loss cross-sections. Through this method, the effect of multiple electron transfers is nearly
completely taken into account, since the most important feature – the proportion of time that the ion
spends in a particular charge state – is correct, up to the approximations made by the assumption of a
Gaussian distribution. The only time this approximation does not do so well is where an equilibrium is
not reached. This is primarily for transmission of beam-like particles, where the mean free flight length
between charge exchange interactions can often be in the order of the length of the solenoid. However,
the exact transmission rate of these particles is not required, so the issue is not a significant one for the
systems being considered.
The first step in this process is to calculate the single-electron loss cross-sections from the two given
distributions. Given an equilibrium charge state distribution Dq, 0 ≤ q ≤ Z, and a capture cross section
distribution σc,q, the loss cross sections σl,q must satisfy
σc,q+1Dq+1 + σl,q−1Dq−1 − (σc,q + σl,q)Dq = 0
Expressing this as a linear equation with respect to σl:
Dq−1σl,q−1 −Dqσl,q = σc,qDq − σc,q+1Dq+1
The points at q = 0 and q = Z are defined by setting σc,0 = D−1 = σl,Z = DZ+1 = 0. By inspection of
several terms, it becomes clear that the solution is
σl,q =
σc,q+1Dq+1
Dq
This can be verified by substitution:
σc,q+1Dq+1 + σl,q−1Dq−1 − (σc,q + σl,q)Dq
= σc,q+1Dq+1 +
σc,qDq
Dq−1
Dq−1 −
(
σc,q +
σc,q+1Dq+1
Dq
)
Dq
= σc,q+1Dq+1 + σc,qDq − σc,qDq − σc,q+1Dq+1
= 0
It is then necessary to, for each q, to combine the capture and loss cross-sections. This is simply
combining two exponential distributions.
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Consider two exponential distributions characterized by cross-sections σ1 and σ2, ie: with (normal-
ized) probability distribution functions P1 (d1 = x) = σ1 exp−σ1x and P2 (d2 = x) = σ2 exp−σ2x. The
combined exponential distribution P (d = x) is defined as the probability of either event 1 or event 2
occurring in distance x. So
P (d = x) = P1 (d1 = x)P2 (d2 > x) + P2 (d2 = x)P1 (d1 > x)
= σ1 exp (−σ1x)
∫ ∞
x
σ2 exp
(−σ2x′)dx′ + σ2 exp (−σ2x) ∫ ∞
x
σ1 exp (−σ1x)
= σ1 exp (−σ1x)
[− exp (−σ2x′)]∞x + σ2 exp (−σ2x) [− exp (−σ1x′)]∞x
= σ1 exp (−σ1x) exp (−σ2x) + σ2 exp (−σ2x) exp (−σ1x)
= (σ1 + σ2) exp [− (σ1 + σ2)x]
This is simply an exponential distribution with cross-section σ1 + σ2. Additionally, the probability that
the event that occurs is event 1 is
P (event 1 at d = x) =
P1 (d1 = x)P2 (d2 > x)
P (d = x)
=
σ11 exp (−σ1x) exp (−σ2x)
(σ1 + σ2) exp [− (σ1 + σ2)x]
=
σ1
σ1 + σ2
Combining the electron capture and loss cross-sections gives a single exponential distribution with
cross-section σq = σc,q + σl,q and the probability of an electron capture event Cq =
σc,q
σc,q+σl,q
. The
mean free path is simply the result of combining the cross-section and the molecular density of the gas:
dq = (σqN)
−1 where N is the molecular density of the gas according to the ideal gas law.
2.2.3 Energy loss
As an ion travels through material, energy is dissipated. The rate at which it is dissipated is termed the
stopping power of the material.
The stopping power can be broken into two quantities. The first, the nuclear stopping power, is
closely related to scattering. When a scattering interaction occurs, the beam particle is deviated from
its original path. By conservation of momentum, the particle it scatters off must recoil. Therefore,
there is some transfer of energy from the beam particle to the particle it is scattering off. The nuclear
stopping power is simply then the rate of collisions multiplied by the average energy lost in the collision.
If scattering is treated as a discrete event, then the calculation of the energy loss for a scattering event
with a centre-of-mass angle θCM is, from [17]:
∆E = E
4 ∗M1 ∗M2
(M1 +M2)
2 sin
2
(
1
2
θCM
)
Where M1 and M2 are the masses of the two particles interacting, θCM is the centre-of-mass scattering
angle, and E is the initial lab-frame energy of the ion.
The second component to the stopping power is the electronic energy loss. This is caused by ex-
citations of the electrons of the host atoms by the passing charged ion. The energy required for this
excitation comes from the relative kinetic energy of the particles, which for the situation of interest is
essentially the kinetic energy of the beam particle. It should be noted that this only occurs when a
charged ion passes the host atom – if the beam “ion” is not in fact stripped at all (ie: q = 0) then the
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electronic stopping power is essentially zero, since the net charge visible to all but the closest-passing
gas atoms is zero.
A first-order perturbation-theory approach, such as the Bethe stopping power formula, indicates a
stopping power proportional to q2. Consequently, the electronic stopping power is closely related to the
charge exchange process. After an electron is lost by the ion, the instantaneous stopping power of the
gas increases. However, there is also clearly interaction in the other direction. As the ion slows, the
electron capture and loss cross sections change. Therefore, for a general simulation, neither the stopping
power nor the capture and loss cross sections can be treated as static over the entire trajectory of the
ion.
As such, electronic stopping power is handled in a semi-microscopic continuous way in Solirte. There
are a number of approximations that exist for calculating the electronic stopping power of atoms in
various materials. Solirte uses a combined Lindhard-Scharff[18]/Bethe-Bloch approach (for low and high
energy regions respectively), and applies the energy loss after each integration step. Since the integration
step size is dominated by the distance between charge exchange or scattering interactions, the energy
loss over a single step for most ions is surprisingly constant regardless of the mass or speed of the ion.
In all cases studied so far, the energy loss per step has been well below 1%, so there is little chance of
the discrete jumps in energy causing significant variation in the results.
2.2.4 Energy interpolation
As can be seen above, the interactions with the gas vary with the energy of the particle. Additionally,
the energy of the particle varies as it proceeds through the gas due to the stopping power of the gas. For
beam-like particles this energy loss is minimal in most cases, but for the slow and heavy ERs it can be
up to 10% or more. This is on top of the energy spread of the particles coming out of the target (both
from scattering and evaporation). Any windows installed at either end of the bore have a significant
effect as well.
Consequently, in many cases a single set of capture and loss cross sections – or cached scattering
information or stopping powers – is insufficient to accurately model the progress of the ion through the
solenoid. To compensate for this, all the energy-dependent information is pre-calculated at a number of
energies and linear interpolation is used to calculate the values between the points. The precalculation
starts at the highest possible energy, and proceeds down to 1 MeV, changing the energy at most 10% in
any one step. If a 10% step in energy results in a change in any of the properties of over 5%, the energy
step is halved and the step re-tried.
Once the properties have been calculated at the required energies, each ion being tracked is assigned
to the relevant “interpolation bin” (one of the ranges as calculated above). Instead of using a fixed value
for cross-sections etc., the value is calculated from a linear interpolation each time it is required. The
energy of the ion is updated each integration step, and if it has gone outside the range for the current bin
the next bin is selected. Additionally, the velocity is only rescaled when the bin is changed. Since the
magnitude of the velocity of the ion has little effect on the overall result, this does not cause significant
issues.
2.2.5 Input parameters
Solirte only supports elemental gases, such as pure nitrogen or helium. While more complex molecular
gases such as propane can likely be simulated in a similar way, approximations for the properties of
such gases much less firmly established. Each gas is specified independently in the configuration file,
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specifying the basic properties of the gas (atomic number and mass, pressure, and temperature), the
ECSD approximation to use, and additional tuning parameters.
As described above, the ECSD requires two values – the mean charge state, and the width of the
distribution. The mean charge state is specified through a base approximation, combined with two
adjustment factors. The base approximation can be selected from a number of different approximations:
• Betz et. al[19] based on 1070 MeV S, As, I and U ions.
• Dmitriev and Nikolaev[20] based on a number of ions through nitrogen.
• Oganessian[21].
• “Popeko” – This is the original function that came with the program SOLENO, of unknown origin.
• Solid – Mean charge state used for the distribution out of the target[2].
• Schiwietz and Grande[22].
• Finally, an explicitly given value for q¯ can be used.
The q¯approx from this approximation is then adjusted by two further parameters: a scaling factor
(qscale) and an offset (qoffset). The mean charge state q¯ actually used by the simulator is calculated as
q¯approxqscale+qoffset. However, in most cases only qscale would be used, and qoffset is primarily for historical
compatibility3. The ECSD width can also be specified through several ways:
• Betz[23].
• Dmitriev and Nikolaev[20].
• Dmitriev and Nikolaev as implemented in the precursor Fortran code Solimike (slightly different
than given above).
• HWHM used for the distribution out of the target[2].
• Again, an explicitly value value for qHWHM can be specified.
Finally, there are two additional “tuning” parameters for the gas. The first is an adjustment of the
maximum scattering impact parameter. As described in [11], decreasing the maximum allowed impact
parameter will result in an increase in the average free flight distance between scattering events. In
cases where the number of scattering interactions is high, this allows the simulation to run faster but
with a slight decrease in accuracy. The second tuning parameter is an adjustment on the scattering
cross-section of the gas. This is primarily used to determine the impact of gas scattering on the image
size at the detector.
2.3 Initial ion properties
There are two main methods for generating the state of each ion that is simulated out of the target.
The first is to provide a position, normalized velocity vector, and energy for each ion. This is done via
TRIM output files. The second method is to have Solirte generate the initial ion states itself.
3In its original implementation, Solirte did not take into account energy loss through the gas, nor cleanly handle a spread
of initial energies. In such situations, a fixed offset worked well since the approximation was only calculated at a single
energy. When simulating at a range of energies, a scaling factor is more appropriate.
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2.3.1 Beam profile
The spatial distribution of the particles leaving the target is entirely due to the shape of the beam
striking the target. Due to the upstream focusing components, the beam reaching SOLITAIRE is not
entirely symmetric. Typically, the beam would have a Gaussian profile, but with the width in one axis
being approximately twice the width in the other axis. This is handled in Solirte by specifying the width
of the Gaussians in the two directions. There can also be an offset specified.
There is nothing in the simulator that requires the initial position to be a particular shape, and
several other distributions have been used to investigate specific results. For example, to investigate the
scattering of beam particles off the Faraday cup, an initial position distribution of a ring was used at
the lip of the Faraday cup.
2.3.2 Angular distribution
The initial angular distribution of the particles leaving the target is used to perform a number of different
tasks within Solirte. Since the initial angle and initial energy are correlated to some degree, the initial
angular and energy distributions do not operate in isolation. The initial energy distribution is sampled
first to obtain the nominal particle energy, and this value is passed through when selecting the initial
angle. The initial angle sampler then modifies (“derates”) this energy depending on the physics it is
intended to be approximating. Actual simulation of the scattering process in the target is not simulated.
Initial angular distribution of ERs
The most straightforward task of Solirte is simply to simulate the transmission of ERs through the
solenoid. In this case, an initial angular distribution closely matching that of the real distribution
expected out of the back of the target is required. Most measured ER angular distribution are specified
in terms of a single Gaussian, or as the sum of two Gaussians. This is due to the kinematics of evaporation
and scattering, and is described in more detail in section 5. There, the alternative of a Gaussian plus a
step-Gaussian (a Gaussian with a mean above zero, and that is fixed at the peak value for angles below
the mean) is also mentioned. Solirte supports the Gaussian plus step-Gaussian form, and the former
two cases (double- and single-Gaussians) are simply special cases of this.
Initial angular distribution of beam-like particles
The second common task is to simulate the transmission of the beam-like particles through the solenoid.
These have a very different initial angular distribution to ERs which can be very complicated – consider
the case of an identical beam and target, with the resulting Mott scattering. For the sake of simplicity,
such issues are not considered by Solirte. Instead, a simple Rutherford scattering initial angle distribution
is used.
Some energy of the beam-like particle is transferred to the recoiling target atom in the process
of scattering in the target. Consequently, the energy of the beam-like particle has a slight variation
with angle. Unlike evaporation residues, there is no distribution of energies, just two discrete values
(corresponding to forward and backwards scattering of the target atom in the centre of mass system).
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These can be trivially found by solving the three conservation equations:
vi,1m1 = vf,1m1 cos (θ) + vf,2m2 cos (φ) (Conservation of x-axis linear momentum)
0 = vf,1m1 sin (θ) + vf,2m2 sin (φ) (Conservation of y-axis linear momentum)
v2i,1m1 = v
2
f,1m1 + v
2
f,2m2 (Conservation of energy)
Solving these gives:
vf,1
vi,1
=
cos (θ)±
√
m2REL − sin2 (θ)
1 +mREL
where
mREL =
m2
m1
For a typical configuration, where the atomic mass of the target is higher than that of the beam, the
negative case corresponds to a beam particle backscattered from the target. Since such particles are of
no relevance to the solenoid transmission, the final velocity is always taken to be the positive case.
This distribution is the one used when simulating the beam-like particles through the solenoid.
One complication arising from the use of a Rutherford initial angular distribution is handling the
divergence as the angle goes to zero. While one option is to simply cut off the distribution at some small
value, this results in the vast majority of ions simply being collected by the Faraday cup. To improve the
efficiency, Solirte first (randomly) picks the starting position based off the beam profile. By using the
position to calculate a lower bounding angle just inside the Faraday cup, most ions avoid the Faraday
cup. This does, however, intoduce a slight bias into the results, since ions with a small radius will be
over-represented in the ions entering the warm bore. In most cases this is not a significant issue, since
the absolute transmission of beam-like particles is not essential, merely the solenoid configuration that
minimizes the transmission.
It should be noted that this optimization is only done when the simulator is put into “beam-like
particle” mode. When simulating ERs, the full angular distribution is sampled for each particle.
Other angular distributions
While there are no limitations on the initial angular distribution, the third most commonly used dis-
tribution is a uniform angular distributon. This is used for building up the transmission matrices used
for reconstructing the initial angular distributions (as discussed in section 5.5), and for visualising the
transmission through the solenoid as a function of energy and initial angle.
There is also a special case of the initial angular distribution for ERs. When building up the ma-
trices for the initial angular distribution reconstruction, the energy distribution for each angle needs to
match that when sampling normally. To acheive this, the Gaussian plus step-Gaussian inital angular
distribution can be set up as usual, but with an additional flag to indicate that the angular distribution
should be uniform. In this way, the derating for the specified Gaussian plus step-Gaussian is used, but
with the uniform initial angle distribution.
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2.3.3 Energy distribution
As mentioned, the energy distribution is closely related to the angular distribution. There are typically
two distributions used for the inital energy.
The first is a fixed beam energy, which is then converted into the correct energy distribution at each
angle (through the angular derating process mentioned above). This is the mode which is usually used
when calculating transmission ratios through the solenoid.
The second distribution is simply a uniform distribution between two energies, with no angular
derating applied. In this case, the angular distribution is also usually either uniform over some angular
range, or fixed in value. This is the form used to visualize the way that transmission varies as a function
of energy and initial angle.
2.4 Conclusion
Due to the microscopic approach taken in the simulation, there is a significant amount of computation
required for each ion. As a result, doing these calculations quickly is of high importance if the simulator
is to be frequently used. This is the focus of the following chapter.
Additionally, the microscopic approach leads to a large number of parameters that need to be either
approximated or measued for each reaction. Most important for calculating the transmission are the
mean charge state of the ion through the gas, and the initial angular distribution. These two properties
can in principle be determined through information from the two MWPC detectors, and are discussed
in the chapters 4 and 5.
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Chapter 3
Simulator optimization
There are cases where a large number of ions need to be simulated using Solirte – for example, the use
explained later where the transmission of the solenoid as a function of initial angle needs to be evaluated.
Even on a multi-core processor, many hours of simulating may be required. Execution time in Solirte is
spent in one of several places, depending on the system being simulated.
The initialization and finalization steps for each ion are fairly minimal, consisting mostly of sampling
various distributions for position, energy, etc. In all normal use cases, this makes up less than 1% of
the total execution time. Between initialization and finalization, the ion is repeatedly processed, moving
downstream with each step.
The step consists of four phases. First of all, a fourth order Runge-Kutta-Fehlburg iteration is made.
This consists of a significant number of multiply-accumulate operations, as well as a number of samplings
of the magnetic field. Each of these samplings is a bilinear interpolation operation. After this step is
completed, and assuming it does not need to be repeated with a smaller step size, the ion is checked for
interactions with the environment:
• Charge exchange operations are very fast. All that is involved is the sampling of a uniform random
number and a comparison with the capture/loss threshold.
• Scattering is significantly slower than charge exchange. In fact, a single scattering operation
typically takes slightly longer than an integration step due to the complex mathematics involved.
• Hit-testing against the geometrical obstructions is somewhere in between, though can be slow if
there are a large number of obstructions present since the distance to every obstruction is evaluated.
To mitigate this, hit testing is deferred when possible as described below.
Clearly, in systems where the solenoid is being run in gas-free mode, the total scattering and charge
exchange times are zero. In these cases, it is typical that the integration step dominates the execution
time. However, when simulating slow-moving ERs in 1 Torr of helium, this decreases to approximately
50% of the time. Despite the scattering stage taking longer than the integration stage, the scattering is
not done every step, leading to a lower total processor time over the complete tracing of the ion.
Since a significant amount of (successful) effort has already been applied to algorithmic speedups, any
further gains in that area would likely not deliver a significant increase in speed. If more speed is needed,
then, one quick solution is simply to use more processors – since each ion is completely independent of
every other ion being simulated, there is no limit to the scaling. A potentially more effective alternative
is to use a more suitable processor. Modern GPUs (Graphics Processing Units) are essentially highly
parallel processors with more than an order of magnitude more aggregate floating point throughput when
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compared to even the fastest CPUs. However, they are not suited to all problems due to their simplistic
scheduling design. Due to the mentioned ion independence, and the floating-point-heavy workload,
Solirte makes an excellent candidate for processing on a GPU.
3.0.1 GPU execution architecture
Processing on a GPU is quite different to processing on a traditional CPU. A complete discussion on
GPU architecture would be lengthy and largely unnecessary. Only a brief outline of the points relevant
to Solirte will be discussed.
The typical workload of a GPU is processing a particular sequence of instructions for a large number
of data sources (pixels, vertices, etc). Their architecture reflects this. In a modern general-purpose
CPU, there can be several identical instruction units, each of which operate independently. In a GPU,
things are slightly different – execution units are grouped together, and all execute the same instruction
simultaneously, though on different data streams. This has a particular effect in branching (where code
is conditionally executed).
To introduce some terminology, consider the rasterization stage of rendering a single triangle to a
framebuffer. For each pixel to be rendered, a thread is created. All of these threads execute the same
sequence of instruction, called the shader. These threads are grouped together into warps (from weaving
terminology). The warp is the fundamental unit of threading in the GPU. A warp is assigned to a
particular GPU core, where it will execute until it completes. Each core has a large number of warps,
which it alternates between in some fashion, executing one instruction across all threads of some warp,
then another instruction across all threads of another warp. In NVidia’s G80 GPU, a warp contains 32
threads. In AMD’s R600 GPU a warp contains 64 threads.
In a purely sequential shader with no branches, this presents no problem. All the threads of one warp
execute in lock-step from start to end. The problem comes when branches are encountered. If all the
threads of a warp take one direction in the branch, things continue unaltered. However, if both branch
paths are taken, things become more complicated. Since a warp must execute the same instruction across
all contained threads, it obviously cannot continue in this fashion if two of the threads are executing
different instruction streams. As a result, the warp diverges – the one warp is changed into two warps,
each containing a subset of the threads for a particular branch direction. These two warps then execute
independently until they reach some other common point. This is shown diagrammatically in figure
3.1. A splitting of the execution paths is called a warp divergence, and the rejoining is called a warp
convergence.
Clearly, a divergent warp has a large impact on the potential performance of the code. This becomes
a problem when dealing with error-bounded loops, for example adaptive integration. A typical CPU
implementation would, given a meta-timestep to integrate over, keep subdividing timesteps until the
error limit is satisfied. For example:
ts = meta-timestep = given parameter
erb = error bound = given parameter
t = relative time = 0
stepsize = ts - t
while (t < ts)
{
Integrate a step of stepsize
err = integration error
if (err > erb)
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if (condition)
{
}
else
{
}
Program logic Execution core usage
All threads are executing
the same instructions
5 of the threads (indicated with
red) execute the red code.
The remaining 11 threads
execute the blue code.
The warp re-converges.
All cores have had to execute code for both
conditions, throwing away the results where
they are not required (grey cells). This
results in a loss of performance.
TimeProgram
flow
Figure 3.1: A simple warp divergence
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{
stepsize = smaller stepsize
}
else
{
stepsize = ts - t
}
}
The problem with this code is that if any of the threads in the warp requires another loop in the
while statement, all of the threads effectively take the loop. This means that the performance of all
threads in a warp is determined by the performance of the worst thread in the warp. Clearly, this can
have a severely detrimental effect on performance.
3.0.2 Integration of a time interval
The first step when integrating over the time interval to the next event is to determine the integration
step size. This quantity must be small enough that any ion-obstruction intersections can be recorded
and acted upon, and that the accuracy is good enough. It also must be large enough that excess time is
not spent integrating very small step sizes that could be done using larger steps.
The traditional solution to this is to use an adaptive step size algorithm. In the system being
integrated here, there is a problem: it is difficult, and computationally expensive, to accurately determine
the distance the ion must travel before striking an obstruction. This is due to the complicated nature
of the path of the ion through the solenoid. One option is to calculate the intersection point using the
current position and velocity, and assuming the ion continues to travel in a straight line. This would
be an “optimistic” way of predicting the distance, and would fail in cases where the ion would miss the
obstruction with a straight line, but really hits due to the curved nature of the path. Furthermore, this
hit could be missed if the ion passes completely through an obstruction in a single integration step.
A second option is to take the “pessimistic” approach and take the minimum distance between the
current position and all points on the obstruction. In this case, the ion never (mathematically) hits the
obstruction. Once it comes within a certain distance, it is regarded as having hit. The potential issue
with this method is an ion traveling parallel to the face of the obstruction. In this situation, unnecessarily
small timesteps would be taken. In the solenoid, this problem is lessened by the curved nature of the
path, causing ions to eventually move away from an obstruction.
Once the stepsize is determined, the integration proceeds using the (4th/5th order adaptive) Runge-
Kutta-Fehlberg method. After the integration step is done, any collisions, charge exchange, and scatter-
ing events are handled.
Four main integration architectures are shown in figure 3.2. The simplest architecture is shown in
figure 3.2(a): the actual integration step and the distance to the closest obstruction are oﬄoaded to the
GPU. The GPU subdivides the requested integration step until the error condition is satisfied. The CPU
then processes any events that need processing. While this uses the least bandwidth between the GPU
and the system, it has the disadvantage as discussed before with the worst thread in a warp determining
the performance.
The second approach uses additional bandwidth to reduce the wasted computation time – the step
subdivision is done on the CPU as opposed to the GPU. If the requested timestep is too long, the GPU
reduces the length of the step, and tries again, returning the estimated optimal timestep to the CPU
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Figure 3.2: Four GPU integration architectures.
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when the step is complete. This requires compensation on the CPU side for the GPU processing a
shorter timestep than requested.
The third architecture takes this approach as far as possible. The objective with this architecture
is to have every calculation the GPU makes useful. The distances between the ion and the geometry is
only updated when it falls below the next step length, and the integration step looping is done off the
GPU. This results in a much higher required bandwidth between the GPU and the system, and more
computations done on the CPU. Additionally, the complexity of the code on the CPU is significantly
increased. However, if both of these components can handle the required load, the maximum performance
is being extracted from the GPU.
The final architecture is part way between these last two. If the timestep is too long (ie: the calculated
error is excessive) the GPU simply does nothing but return a shorter ideal timestep. The position and
velocity are not updated. On the CPU side, this condition needs to be detected and handled by reducing
the requested timestep and attempting the shorter timestep in the next block sent to the GPU. This
eliminates any looping on the GPU at the cost of greater bandwidth usage.
After some initial testing, the third architecture was chosen for Solirte. When there is gas present
in the warm bore, CPU usage is often still the limiting resource. Consequently, the extra overhead on
the CPU from the more complex architecture slows these cases down. While gas-less simulations may
gain some performance, these already run extremely quickly on the GPU (tens of thousands of ions per
second) so any performance improvement would be of limited usefulness.
3.0.3 Implementation details
In order to obtain the maximum performance from the system, the overall architecture is not entirely
straightforward. It is perhaps also complicated by using a general graphics API1 (DirectX 10) rather
than a dedicated GPU computation API such as Cuda or OpenCL.
For each processor in the system, one thread and two ions groups are created. So for a four-core
system, 8 ion groups are created, and two are assigned to each of the four threads. There is also a GPU
thread – since DirectX 10 (the interface used for controlling the GPU) does not cleanly support multiple
threads trying to control the GPU, there is a GPU thread created whose sole task is to control the flow
of instructions to the GPU.
These groups hold (2n)2 ions, corresponding to a square texture with power-of-two side lengths
(required for optimal performance). The data structures associated with each ion group are:
• A float4 texture, holding the position (x, y, z, all in meters) and QOverM, the charge of the ion
divided by its mass (in units of Coulombs kg−1). When this data is passed back from the GPU,
the position is updated, and the QOverM component instead holds the distance to the nearest
obstruction.
• A float4 texture, holding the velocity (Vx, Vy, Vz, all in meters per second), and the timestep for
the next integration step (in seconds, calculated as described above). When this data is passed
back from the GPU with the updated velocity, the timestep component instead holds the “better”
timestep, as calculated in the adaptive integration step. If the “better” timestep is less than the
timestep that was requested, this indicates that the requested timestep was too large, and the
velocity and position components in the textures have not been updated.
1Application Programming Interface – the collection of functions that are used to interact with the system.
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Figure 3.3: Flow of ion blocks for GPU processing
• If there are transparent objects (used to determine the number of ions reaching a particular region,
or when simulating two-MWPC configurations), a 32-bit integer texture that contains a bitfield
entry for each object indicating which transparent objects it has already hit. This information is
only read by the GPU – any updates are done by the CPU.
• A CPU-only structure, holding all the miscellaneous information such as the mass, the energy, etc.
All of these structures are filled out during the initialization phase. Once initialized, the blocks are
marked as “ready for dispatch”.
Each processor (or more precisely, CPU core) has its own thread created. The thread operates by
looking at each of the ion blocks assigned to it. The state transitions (shown in figure 3.3) are:
• “Ready for dispatch” – the ion block is added to the GPU thread’s dispatch queue and marked as
“dispatched”, and the GPU thread is woken up if it was asleep.
• “Dispatched” – no action is taken, since the block is either queued for GPU processing, or is being
processed by the GPU..
• “GPU completed” – the GPU has completed processing on the block, and the results of the
integration are now available. No immediate actions it taken.
Once any blocks available for dispatch have been dispatched, the CPU begins processing any blocks
marked as “GPU completed” this consists of processing scattering and charge exchanges, and determining
if the ion has come close enough to an object to register a hit. In the case of the former, the position,
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velocity, and charge are updated if necessary. In the case of the latter, either the transparent object hit
mask is updated (if the object it hit was transparent) or the ion is killed.
When the ion is killed, it is added to the list of ions that have hit whichever object it hit. Then,
the space in the ion block is re-used for a new ion. If there are no new ions to create (ie: if the number
of ions to simulate has already been reached) then the remaining ions are shuﬄed around to fill in the
gap created by the killed ion(s). As more ions get killed without being replaced, the “active” are in the
block gets smaller. For example, in a 64 by 64 block (4096 ions total), by the time 512 ions have been
killed the active area is only 56 lines high. In order to avoid wasting GPU time on integrations in the
area that is not active, only the active area is rendered. This is done by creating a triangle list during
initialization for each size, in multiples of each row. So for a 64 by 64 block, triangles would be created
for 64 by 8, 64 by 16, and so on up to 64 by 64.
3.0.4 Performance results
The relative performance of the GPU and CPU implementations depends heavily on the configuration
being simulated. The gas-free situation is the most favorable, since there is little for the CPU to do
besides check for hits between the ion and the geometry. At the other extreme, configurations with low-
speed ERs and high gas pressures are dominated in execution time by the ion-gas interactions, which
run solely on the CPU. In these configurations, the overhead of the complex CPU-GPU interactions can
outweigh the speedup of the small fraction of time spent doing the integration.
As a reference point, benchmarks were done on a Intel Core2 Q6600 (quad core, 2.4 GHz) system,
using an NVidia 8800 GTX (128 cores, 1.35 GHz) for the GPU processing. Because most of Solirte is not
vectorized, the theoretical throughput of the CPU is only 1 addition and one multiplication per core, per
cycle. For GPUs, the typical “unit” of calculation is a combined multiply-add (MADD) operation. Since
the integration code is nearly a perfect case for full utilization of MADD operations, the throughput of
the CPU is approximately 9.6 × 109 MADD operations per second. This is an approximate reference
point for the quantities described below.
One factor that needs to be taken into account is the sampling of the magnetic field. On the CPU,
the bilinear interpolation of the magnetic field takes up a significant amount of time in the integration
process. On the GPU, this can be free, since there is dedicated hardware to do bilinear interpolation of
2D arrays (a very common operation in texturing of 3D graphics). Therefore, the speedup can be well
above the limit estimated by the raw computational power alone.
A second system for comparison contains an AMD Athlon II X4 630 processor (4 cores, 2.8 GHz)
and an ATI Radeon 5750 (144 cores, 700 MHz). There are two significant architectural differences
between the GPUs. The first is in the cores themselves. Each core in the NVidia 8800 can complete
one multiply-add instruction per cycle, giving a theoretical peak throughput of 172.8 × 109 MADD
operations per second. In comparison, each core in the ATI 5750 can complete between 1 and 5 MADD
operations per cycle, depending on how well the ATI driver software can arrange the MADD instructions
to allow for parallel execution. This translates to a throughput of between 100.8 × 109 and 504 × 109
MADD operations per second. It is expected that the integration code should be at the high end of this
range, since each integration step is comprised of a large number of mostly independent multiply-add
operations.
The second significant difference is that the ATI card does not have dedicated bilinear interpolators.
Instead, the regular floating point hardware is used to perform the interpolation. This results in a
higher resolution result2 at the cost of increased computational load on the main cores. For example,
2While interpolator resolution is not explicitly described by GPU vendors, it is not difficult to measure. NVidia has
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the NVidia 8800 has 64 texture filtering units running at 575 MHz. Each filtering unit can do one linear
interpolations per cycle, giving a total of 36.8× 109 linear operations per second capability. Since each
such interpolation would otherwise take 3 MADD operations, this can increase the effective throughput
to 283.2× 109 MADD operations per second.
A very rough approximation can be determined by comparing the aggregate MADD throughput
with just the CPU (approximately 10×109), versus the combined CPU+GPU system (potentially up to
about 500 × 109). Based on these numbers alone, a speedup in excess of an order of magnitude should
be possible.
As mentioned, the performance depends on the system being simulated, so four representative sim-
ulations were chosen:
1. 130 MeV 34S + 144Sm ERs passing through 1 Torr of helium.
2. 240 MeV 56Ni + 64Ni ERs passing through 1 Torr of helium.
3. 240 MeV 56Ni beam particles passing through 1 Torr of helium.
4. 40 MeV 6He particles passing no gas (approximate case for radioactive ion beams).
The four systems tested were:
A. AMD Athlon II X4 630
B. AMD Athlon II X4 630 plus ATI Radeon 5750
C. Intel Core2 Q6600
D. Intel Core2 Q6600 + NVidia 8800 GTX
The number of ions per second for each combination is:
Simulation A B C D
1 609 1209 522 990
2 4251 4958 2708 5117
3 8657 5957 5131 6023
4 48549 265781 44011 127877
As expected, the most significant increase is in the case where only the magnetic field interaction is
considered. The increase is a factor of 5 in the case of the AMD/ATI system, and a factor of 2.9 in the
Intel/NVidia system. However, there is significant room for improvement in this case, as the bottleneck
was not the tracing of the ion through the system, but the ion set-up (determining the initial position,
velocity, and charge of the ion).
The nickel simulations were less conclusive. In the AMD+ATI case, the simulation actually slowed
down when simulating the beam-like particles due to the additional overhead. The Intel-NVidia system
showed better relative performance, but came from a much slower speed with the CPU alone. Additional
investigation is needed to determine why these simulations perfom so poorly when integrating using the
GPU.
historically used 8-bit interpolators (ie: there can be at most 256 discrete values that can be obtained interpolating between
any two values), ATI’s interpolators have only been 5-bit. By using the main floating point units, this resolution increases
to 224 locations across the whole texture – a 256 pixel wide texture would have the equivalent of 16 bit interpolation.
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Finally, the S + Sm simulation showed that even simulations of slow-moving ERs can benefit from
the addition of a GPU. In these cases, the handling of the gas interactions is the limiting factor, and the
speedup is obtained by freeing up the processor time that would otherwise be used in the integration
step.
Overall, the oﬄoading of the integration step to the GPU shows that there are significant benefits
to be had. However, the full power of the GPU is in general not being used due to the requirement
to send results back to the CPU to handle the gas interactions. Oﬄoading more of the scattering
and charge exchange operations to the GPU should be successful in achieving closer to the theoretical
order-of-magnitude gains.
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Chapter 4
Image size and transmission
One of the areas that SOLITAIRE was designed to contribute to was the accurate measurement of fusion
reaction cross-sections. The cross section (σER) is determined experimentally from the number of ERs
produced (NER), the number of beam particles that hit the target (NBEAM), and the thickness (in units
of the number of reaction targets per unit area) of the target (T ):
NER = σERNBEAMT (4.1)
However, not every ER that is produced gets transported to the detector, and not every ER that impacts
the detector is detected. So for the number of ERs detected at the detector, the expression becomes:
NER,DET = σERNBEAMTεTRANSεDET
Where εTRANS and εDET are the transport and detection efficiencies respectively.
4.1 Monitor normalization
The quantities NBEAM and T would appear to be difficult to determine accurately. However, their exact
values are not important – only their product is. Since equation 4.1 is the same for any reaction, all
that needs to be done is to use the same beam that is hitting the target in another reaction where the
cross-section is accurately known. In SOLITAIRE, the beam hitting the target is not only undergoing
the nuclear reaction of interest, but is also undergoing elastic scattering off the target nuclei. The
cross-sections for elastic scattering cross-sections are well understood, and easily calculated. By placing
detectors covering known angles from the target, the number of scattering events can be measured at
the same time as the fusion cross-sections.
As implemented in SOLITAIRE, four small silicon detectors are installed symmetrically in the
nosecone as shown in figure 4.1. These detectors are installed behind precisely machined apertures
to allow the solid angle of the detectors to be accurately calculated. Alternatively, a radioactive source
with a known activity can be used in place of the target to experimentally determine the solid angle.
Additionally, these fixed apertures remove any variation due to changes in position of the detector (due
to removal and reinstallation, for example).
Since elastic scattering is well understood, it is easy to use the number of events detected in the
monitors to calculate the total amount of beam the target was exposed to. Additionally, the use of
four detectors distributed uniformly around the beam axis allows for small inaccuracies in the beam
positioning. With a single detector the angle from the beam axis (and hence the elastic scattering cross-
section) is dependent on the position of the beam as well as how well the beam axis is aligned with the
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Figure 4.1: The SOLITAIRE nosecone with detector cavities.
geometrical axis. With four detectors, the relative number of counts observed by each detector allows
for correction of these factors.
A deviation in the position of the beam will result in a change in the rates that the detectors observe.
The detectors that are now closer to the new beam position see more events, but the opposing detectors
see less events. On average, the total number of events as seen by all the detectors remains approximately
constant with small variations in the beam position. Numerically, a 1 mm variation in the beam position
will typically only see a 1% variation in the number of events recorded.
To obtain φER, the only remaining quantities to determine then are the transport and detector
efficiencies.
4.2 Transport efficiency
For a particular ion leaving the target, there is in most cases no trivial prediction about whether it
will reach the detector or not. While an ion heading directly towards the middle of the Faraday cup is
exceedingly unlikely to make it to the detector, the ions that enter the warm bore undergo a number of
complex interactions as described in chapter 2. The probability of transmission of these ions depends
on the initial angle relative to the z-axis, the energy of the ion, the mean charge state through the gas,
scattering off the gas, and of course the effect of the magnetic field itself.
The effect of the magnetic field is well understood, and can be accurately simulated. Scattering, too,
is relatively straightforward to handle, and in any case only plays a relatively minor role in determining
the transmission through broadening of the image at the detector. The initial angular distribution has
a significant effect on the transport efficiency – even at the most basic level, it determines how many of
the ERs get stopped by the Faraday cup. Determination of the initial angular distribution is described
in chapter 5.
The final component is the mean charge state of the gas. While a value from one of the methods
in section 2.2.5 can be used to obtain an approximate mean charge state, it is highly desirable to have
a more accurate value for the particular products and energies being considered. A figure that is off
by 10% will have a focal length off by a similar amount – leading to a change in the image location
of 15 cm or more. In cases where the minimization of the image size at the detector is important (for
example, when doing implantation decay measurements using a small silicon detector) this amount of
uncertainty can lead to a suboptimal measurement configuration. Additionally, this poor accuracy of
the mean charge state results in poor accuracy of the transmission and detection efficiency – if the image
size is close to the size of the detector, then large changes in detection efficiency can result from small
changes in the charge state.
Experimental determination of the mean charge state can be done through three different methods.
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4.2.1 Scanning of the magnetic field
The most simplistic method of determining the mean charge state is to measure the image at the
detector for a range of fields, and then search for the mean charge state that most accurately reproduces
the results.
First of all, some quantitative definition for “the image” is required. In the design of the SOLITAIRE
MWPCs, the conducting Au film on the centre foil was segmented in to three pieces to reduce capacitance.
An 8.2 cm wide strip at 45 degrees form the central segment, with the remaining space above and below
forming the two remaining segments. Consequently, ions impacting the centre foil in the gaps between
these three semgnets are missed. This is not handled by the simulator, so a straight projection on to the
x or y axis will result in slightly different profiles. To solve this issue, the experimental results are rotated
counterclockwise by 45 degrees. As a result of this, the gaps are now vertical lines, and a projection
onto the x axis will result in two sharp dips due to these gaps. Inside these dips, the projection can be
regarded as being accurate.
The drawback of this approach is that the segment of the centre foil is only 8.2 cm wide, so there
is reduced information available about events with a final radius of 4.1 cm or more. However, for the
purpose of identifying the correct charge state adjustment, this is not a significant issue, since the smallest
image size always fits within this limit.
Example – 160 MeV 34S on 168Er
From previous experiments[24], the angular distribution of 34S on 168Er has been measured at 144,
154, and 166 MeV. It can be closely approximated with a double-Gaussian, with widths of 1.41 and
3.58 degrees, with the weighting between the two varying with the energy. For 160 MeV (via linear
interpolation of the 154 and 166 MeV values), the relative areas of the two Gaussians are 0.943 and
0.057 respectively. At this energy, the system cannot be brought to a focus on the detector when filling
the solenoid with helium (see chapter 6) – 0.25 Torr of nitrogen was used instead.
The steps in the determination of the experimental widths is shown in figure 4.2. As mentioned, first
the MWPC detector position image is rotated, at which point the dips from the gaps in the centre foil
are easily identified. This rotated image is then restricted to only the ERs, found by inspecting the ∆E
against time-of-flight graph. The image for the ERs is projected, and the width (σ) of a Gaussian fitted
to the projection between the two dips is chosen as the “image width”.
This process is repeated for a range of magnetic fields. Once the width has been identified for each
magnetic field, a parabola is defined by the three lowest. The field at which this parabola reaches a
minimum, and the width at which this minimum is obtained, are then the minimum field and the width
at the minimum field.
While this procedure might not exactly calculate the minimum field, this value is not in fact needed.
If the simulator reproduces these three points, there is a high likelihood that the behavior in the region
as a whole is consistent with what would have been experimentally measured. Therefore, this is what is
done – the approximated charge states derived by the simulator are simply multiplied by some scaling
factor, until the scaling factor that best approximates the experimental results is found.
In doing this for this reaction, which is used as shown in section 4.2.3, the resulting mean charge
state scaling factor qscale was 1.045 (relative to the Schiwietz/Grande approximation). Such a scaling
factor is not unexpected, due to the inherent inaccuracy of any charge state approximation that does
not take into account shell effects. This under-prediction by about 5 percent seems to be correlated to
using nitrogen as the gas, though insufficient systems have been measured to make a conclusion either
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Figure 4.2: Process for determining the image width for charge state analysis.
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Figure 4.3: The geometry of the backwards raytracing.
way.
4.2.2 Point of closest approach
Determining the exact path an ion took through the solenoid cannot be done based on its final position
and velocity. However, since the lateral acceleration of the ion is small near the end of the solenoid, the
final part of the trajectory can be determined with reasonable accuracy by assuming the ion traveled in
a straight line. This allows, through some simple trigonometry (shown in figure 4.3), the determination
of the point at which the ion passed closest to the solenoid axis. The ion could be said to be focused at
this point. By considering the focal points of a number of ions, a distribution of focal points is obtained.
While the matching between distributions is still subjective, the mean charge state can be determined
quantitatively by considering (and matching) the mean focal point.
The primary issue with the approach is that it required the “z-axis” to be defined, otherwise the
point of closest approach will be incorrect. For each detector, there are three centers:
1. The numerical center of the detector – This is simply the channel number that corresponds to the
physical center of the detector. It is easily determined, and is fixed unless the detector is modified.
2. The magnetic axis center – This is the intersection of the solenoid axis and the plane of the detector.
Since the solenoid is “floating” relative to the rest of the apparatus, the geometrical central axis
of the rest of the apparatus is not necessarily the same axis as that of the magnetic field of the
solenoid. Additionally, due to the small amount of flex in the supports for the solenoid, the solenoid
location and hence the magnetic axis varies slightly with the magnetic field strength. The degree
of skew between the two axes has not been measured, though it is expected to be small since any
significantly off-axis orientation of the solenoid would result in large lateral forces. Additionally,
as part of the solenoid alignment process, the field is made to be as cylindrically symmetric as
possible at the endpoints. This should ensure that the axis of the magnetic field is quite close to
the geometric axis of the apparatus.
3. The beam axis center – The primary beam axis is not necessarily exactly aligned with the apparatus
central axis. Consequently, if the beam is “extended” to the detectors, the central point of the beam
will be slightly different than the solenoid axis center. Since the beam optimization process involves
directing as much of the primary beam as possible into the Faraday cup, the lateral position of the
beam at the Faraday cup can be assumed to be fixed. However, any slight skew of the beam axis
will result in movement of the image center as defined by the “shadow” of the Faraday cup.
For backwards raytracing, the center of interest is the axis of the magnetic field (the solenoid axis).
Working from the assumption that the apparatus axis and the solenoid axis are the same, the central
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point on the detector can be relatively easily determined. A small distance in front of the detector
is a large circular aperture, which can be covered with a window to keep the propane in the detector
separate from the gas in the warm bore. In cases where there is a significant amount of beam-like
particles reaching the detector, the center of this aperture can be determined. Since this aperture is
closely aligned with the apparatus axis, this gives an accurate value for the solenoid axis point on the
detector.
In the case of matching the radial distribution, the beam axis center is of more interest. Since the
beam is not cylindrically symmetric – at the very least it is elliptical rather than circular due to the
usage of a quadrupole doublet instead of a triplet for the beam focusing – the image on the detector is
not uniform around the center. The predominant distortion is visible as an increased intensity to one
side of the center. The first step in determining the center is to obtain a line upon which the center
sits. For a number of angles, the detector image is projected onto a line at that angle. The projection is
then evaluated for symmetry, and the angle for which the image is most symmetrical around the mean
is selected. The center of the image then lies on the line perpendicular to the line of projection, and
passing through the mean of the projected image. Qualitatively, this process picks an axis such that
the off-center “blob” is bisected by the axis. The position on the line is then selected to minimize the
number of counts in the “middle”. This is effectively picking the middle of the shadow of the Faraday
cup.
4.2.3 Minimum projected width
Instead of using the backwards path to determine the point where each ion was closest to the axis, it
can be used to determine the location of all ions at a particular distance upstream of the detectors. By
calculating the width of this image at each distance, the distance with the minimum image size can be
determined. This method gets around problems with the “center” of the detector – any offsets result in
an offset position upstream from the detectors, but applies the same to all events. As a result, the width
of the calculated image is largely insensitive to the axis issues mentioned previously. The main remaining
issue (which also affects the point of closest approach method) is if there is any difference in scale between
the front and back detectors. This could arise through the use of a time-to-amplitude converter (TAC)
followed by an analog-to-digital converter (ADC). Careful calibration of each TAC/ADC pair would
be required. This can be solved by use of a multi-channel time-to-digitial converter (TDC). Since in
this case all the channels are based off a common oscillator, the inter-channel variations are essentially
eliminated.
The metric used for calculating the width at each point is not especially important. The only
requirement is that it is at a minimum at the minimum image size. It should be noted that the position
with the minimum image size is not necessarily the focal point. This is because at the focal point,
there will be a hole in the middle from the Faraday cup. The position with the minimum image size is
actually slightly past the focal point, where over-focusing has caused the center of the image to be filled
in. However, this is not an issue for determining the mean charge state, since the aim is to tune the
mean charge state of the simulator to reproduce the image seen in the experiment.
Furthermore, the mean charge state obtained is not a precise measurement of the underlying actual
mean charge state. Rather, it is an effective charge state – the charge state that is required to reproduce
the image seen. Since the charge exchange interactions with the gas are somewhat simplified, these two
values may not be the same. However, the reason the (effective) charge state needs to be known is for
determining the transmission efficiency. If the point of minimum radius is being accurately reproduced,
and the remaining geometry is assumed to be correctly placed, then any particular trajectory is likely
to be accurately reproduced. The remaining issue is then the initial angular distribution, which is dealt
with in the following chapter.
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Figure 4.4: Backwards raytracing of 239.1 MeV 58Ni on 60Ni
Ni-Ni charge state determination
As an example of the process for obtaining an effective charge state, the steps for determining the charge
state for 239.1 MeV 58Ni on 60Ni are demonstrated.
First, the point of minimum radius has to be determined for the experimental data. This is done
via the “minimum projected width” method described above. The focal point of the ions can clearly be
seen in the top panel of figure 4.4. It is well upstream of the front detector, which is not a great issue
due to the large area of the MPWC detectors.
To find the exact focal point, a parabola was fitted to the region surrounding the minimum of the
“width metric” (the bottom of figure 4.4). This gave a distance of 2.40 detector spacings from the back
detector – since the detectors are 24 cm apart, with the back detector at a z position of 122.6 cm, this
gives a focal z position of 65.0 cm, corresponding to approximately 8 cm beyond the exit of the warm
bore.
With the experimental minimum determined, the next step is to determine the charge state param-
eters that are needed to reproduce the result in the simulator. Here the recursive nature of the problem
becomes apparent. The “focal point” calculated above is actually an averaged focal point, over a range
of energies and initial angles (since the focal point varies with the mean charge state and energy). As
a result, if the distribution of energies and angles changes, the averaged focal point will also change to
some degree. Since the initial angle distribution determines the energy distribution at each angle, the
underlying initial angular distribution – often the unknown we are eventually trying to establish – is
required to accurately calculate the focal point for a particular mean charge state.
To minimise this effect, an initial approximation is chosen for the initial angular distribution. For
this reaction, the value from [25] was used – two Gaussians of width 1.7 and 2.8 degrees, with 40% of the
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Figure 4.5: Focal lengths for various qscale factors.
ERs being in the former at a 240 MeV beam energy. These values were obtained from the same source
data, but with a more simplistic approach.
The parameter adjusted is the qscale parameter, which is simply a factor by which the calculated
mean charge state is scaled. A scaling factor is used as opposed to an offset since the ions are present
at a range of energies – the scaling factor maintains a closer approximation to the overall trend of mean
charge state with energy.
Because these calculations are done via a Monte-Carlo simulation, there is some statistical uncertainty
in the calculated results. Therefore, a linear regression is done through the calculated points to obtain
the “ideal” qscale factor. The results are shown in figure 4.5. From the linear fit, a qscale of 0.9136 is
obtained (relative to the underlying empirical charge state approximation used – in this case by Schiwietz
et al).
This difference in the charge state being used illustrates the need for determining a more exact
effective charge state. With a focal length in the order of 75 cm, this would result in a focal length
increase of approximately 15 cm. This large discrepancy can have significant effects when calculating
the efficiency, especially when small detectors are used.
4.3 Detector efficiency
Detector efficiency relates the number of particles physically reaching the detector to the number of
events that end up being recorded by the data acquisition system. There are a number of possibilities
along this path that need to be taken account of.
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4.3.1 Intrinsic efficiency
The intrinsic efficiency of the detector is determined by a number of factors. As described in section
1.2.3, there is a significant loss of events when measuring the alpha emissions of implanted ERs. MWPCs
are not free from efficiency concerns either. The split centre foil results in a small gap between the three
pieces (clearly visible in ungated plots in figure 4.2) in which events are not recorded. Additionally,
particles striking the first wire grid are lost. For ER events, which (having been brought back to a focus
near the detector) tend to strike the centre foil, the primary efficiency concern is the from wire grid,
which can be calculated to block 2% of the events[1].
4.3.2 Event pile-up
Any pulse through the detection system has a finite width. The pulse width is in many cases carefully
regulated, as the attenuation of a signal through a cable is frequency dependent. Consequently, it can
be possible for two events to happen sufficiently close together that the pulse from the second event
begins before that of the previous event has completed. The consequences of this depend strongly on
the degrees of overlap, and the properties being measured. If two particles strike a detector at very
nearly the same time, the resulting pulse will very closely resemble that of a single particle striking the
detector, with the energy being the sum of the energies for the two particles.
Such events are, fortunately, relatively rare. Typical pulse widths direct from the fast preamplifiers
are in the order of a 50 ns, so the pulse rate would need to be MHz before any significant amount of
pile-up occurs. In the case of SOLITAIRE, the pulse rate can be several KHz to tens of KHz when some
full energy beam-like particles reach the detector. However, this period is typically vetoed away, thus in
the time of flight spectrum the rate during the non-vetoed period (when the ERs are being measured) is
small, and limited by the data acquisition system to a few KHz, which is before pile-up in the detector
becomes an issue.
4.3.3 Acquisition system dead time
Data acquisition is not an instantaneous process – some time is taken to do the conversion from the
analogue peak height to a digital value, and store it into a buffer. During this time, the system cannot
capture another peak and is said to be “dead”. If the system is spending 10% of the time in the dead
state, then the number of events recorded will be only 90% of the number of events occurring. To
compensate for this, pulser events are injected into the preamplifies, and the number of these events
injected is recorded through a secondary counter. The dead time of the system can then be determined
by comparing the number of events injected to the number of events recorded.
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Chapter 5
Angular distributions of ERs from the
target
While the initial angular distribution is not vital for calculating the ideal field strength to use (spherical
aberration aside, all initial angles are brought to a focus at the same point), it is of crucial importance
when determining the transport efficiency. At a most basic level, the normal Faraday cup cuts off
anything under 0.5 degrees, so the number of ERs being emitted under this angle needs to be known. At
a more complex level, since spherical aberration exists and the focus may not be exactly at the detector,
the width of the initial angle distribution has a significant effect on the size of the image at the detector
which can be crucial when using a small detector.
There are two approaches here for solving this issue. The first is to use a statistical evaporation code
(such as PACE) to attempt to simulate the reaction physics and from that derive an initial angular dis-
tribution. The alternative approach, and the one investigated here, is to take a self-consistant approach,
determining the angular end energy distributions of the ERs from the position information obtained by
the MWPC detectors.
5.1 Contributing sources
The initial angular distribution of evaporation residues is made up of three components:
1. The angular distribution of beam particles on the target. Since the beam from the accelerator is
not perfectly collimated, there is some variation in the angle of incidence of the beam particles
striking the target. However, this contribution is very small, significantly less than 0.5 degrees.
Importantly, it is less than the angle covered by the Faraday cup.
2. Scattering in the target. Prior to the fusion reaction, there is some degree of scattering of the
beam particles as they pass through the target. Additionally, after the fusion the ER can be
further scattered. Generally, the post-reaction scattering is much more significant than the pre-
reaction scattering
3. Momentum imparted by evaporated particles during the cooling of the hot compound nucleus
formed after fusion. For most targets used with SOLITAIRE, this is the dominant feature.
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Figure 5.1: Velocity spread resulting from two evaporations.
5.1.1 Angular distribution due to particle evaporation
A “hot” compound nucleus cools to an ER through various emission processes. Some of these processes
involve ejection of heavy particles – protons, neutrons, and alpha particles. Since these particles carry
some amount of momentum, by conservation of momentum the compound nucleus must experience a
kick in the opposite direction. If the nucleus is initially stationary (and assuming the evaporation process
is isotropic) the final velocity will be uniformly distributed around a sphere. If instead the nucleus is
moving in some direction, the addition of this random kick will manifest itself as an angular deviation.
If further evaporations take place, the distribution of final velocities relative to the initial velocity will
become more widely spread. This is shown diagramatically in figure 5.1.
The horizonal blue line represents the initial velocity, the black lines the change in velocity from
two possible angles for the first evaporation, and the red lines four possible velocity changes for the
second evaporation (two for each of the two first evaporation angles). The final velocity is the sum of
the horizontal blue line, one of the black lines, and one of the red lines. The four possible velocities all
result in the same angle of deviation from the initial velocity, but different speeds (energies). While four
possible energies are shown, clearly there is a continuous spread depending on the direction of emission
for each of the evaporations.
5.1.2 Charge variation due to particle evaporation
As well as introducing a variation in energy, the evaporation process can introduce a variation in atomic
number. For example, the 120Ba resulting from 56Ni + 64Ni fusion can evaporate an alpha particle (plus
some number of neutrons) or a proton (plus some number of neutrons). This different atomic number
will influence the interactions with the gas. This variation is not directly taken into account in Solirte,
which only simulates a single species at a time. However, if the relative probability of evaporating an
alpha particle vs evaporating a proton is known, two independent runs can be made and their results
combined.
5.1.3 Quantities required for simulation
In order to accurately simulate ERs leaving the target, then, a three dimensional probability distribution
is needed: P (θ,E, Z) depending on the angle from the beam axis, the energy, and the atomic number
respectively. There are three main ways to obtain this distribution:
1. Using a statistical model code to simulate the underlying physics, and extracting the full 3-
parameter probability distribution from the results. In principle, this can be used with experi-
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mental data in a self-consistent way to determine the statistical model parameters.
2. Alternatively, if there is a previously measured angular distribution, then this can be used. This
requires that the distribution of E and Z for each angle be somehow derived from this data. The
method of doing this is described in section 5.5.
3. Finally, if there is some method of calculating or approximating only the angular distribution, this
can be used instead of experimental data in option 2.
5.2 Evaporation of a single neutron
Many complex theoretical models have been developed to describe the energy distribution of neutrons
evaporated from a hot compound nucleus. For the purpose of outlining the contributions to the initial
angle distribution in the case of SOLITAIRE, a simplified discussion is more appropriate. Perhaps the
most intuitive is from Weisskopf[26], where it is shown that the distribution of energies of particles
evaporated from an excited nucleus is approximately a psuedo-Maxwellian distribution: e−/τ where
τ is the temperature of the compound nucleus. In later studies (such as Ewart and Kaplan in [27]), a
pure Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution is used:
√
e−/τ One result from [26] was that the energy
distribution is the same, regardless of the evaporated mass. Additionally, emitting a charged particle
simply causes an upwards shift in the energy distribution by the relevant amount Ec (the energy required
for the charged particle to overcome the barrier)1. Putting all this together, the distribution of “kick”
velocities given to the compound nucleus (mass M) for an evaporation (of a particle of mass m) is, up
to some normalization: √
v2 − 2Ecm
M2
ve−
−v2
2a2 , a =
√
mτ
M2
(5.1)
When the particle is uncharged, then this is a standard Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of width a.
Making the assumption that the direction of emission is isotropic allows considerable simplification
of the problem. While this assumption is not strictly true, particularly cases of high angular momentum,
the effects for the purposes of determining the angular distribution in the laboratory frame are negligible.
5.2.1 Angular distribution
First, define two spaces. The first is the center-of-mass (prior to evaporation of any particles) frame.
The velocity in this frame of the ion is given by the spherical coordinates (Vk, γ, φ), mapping to the
Cartesian direction (x and y being arbitrary axes, z being the direction of the beam): VkxVky
Vkz
 =
 cos (φ) sin (γ)Vksin (φ) sin (γ)Vk
cos (γ)Vk

Since it is assumed that the evaporation is isotropic, there is simply a radial probability function ΩR (Vk),
which is re-normalized as:
Ωspherical (Vk, γ, φ) =
1
4piV 2k
ΩR (Vk)
1Clearly, since this forces the momentum distribution to zero below Ec, it doesn’t allow for quantum tunneling of particles
out of the nucleus. However, in the context of an very approximate description, this is not needed
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Since everything following is symmetric around the z-axis, it makes sense to simply use 2D Vk-γ space,
obtaining
Ω (Vk, γ) =
∫ 2pi
0
Ωspherical (Vk, γ, φ)V
2
k sin (γ) dφ
=
1
2
ΩR (Vk) sin (γ)
The second space of interest is the lab frame. Again, spherical co-ordinates are used: (Vf , θ, φ), with
φ again being disregarded (assumed to be zero, thus making any y co-ordinate zero) due to the symmetry
around the z-axis. The mapping between the two frames is quite simple – there is just a fixed offset in
the positive z direction corresponding to the initial velocity of the compound nucleus. This quantity is
denoted VZO.: (
Vkx
Vkz
)
=
(
sin (θ)Vf
cos (θ)Vf − VZO
)
This gives Vk =
√
V 2f + V
2
ZO − 2V fVZO cos (θ) and γ = cos−1
(
cos(θ)Vf−VZO
Vk
)
. Note that the inverse
cosine function is used instead of the more intuitive inverse tangent to keep γ in the range 0 ≤ γ ≤ pi.
The Jacobian determinant of this transformation is simply
Vf
Vk
, so, for a given momentum probability
distribution function (PDF) in the centre of mass system, the angular distribution PDF in the lab system
is:
P (θ) =
∫ ∞
0
1
2
ΩR (Vk) sin (γ)
Vf
Vk
dVf
=
1
2
sin (θ)
∫ ∞
0
ΩR (Vk)
V 2f
V 2k
dVf (5.2)
As mentioned previously, the simple approximation for evaporation of a single uncharged particle is
a Maxwellian distribution of the form ΩR (Vk) = NV
2
k e
− V
2
k
2a2 (a being the mass-adjusted “temperature”
and N being the normalization factor). Substituting this into the integral above gives:
P (θ) =
1
2
√
2
sin (θ) a3e
−V 2ZO
2a2 N
(
2ρ+ eρ
2√
pi
(
1 + 2ρ2
)
(1 + erf (ρ))
)
where ρ = VZO cos (θ)
1√
2a
. The exponential term in ρ dominates the linear term – the closest the linear
term comes is within a factor of ≈ 4.9 at ρ ≈ 0.38, and is an order of magnitude smaller for ρ < 0.1 and
ρ > 0.9. Additionally, assuming that the z-offset velocity is much larger than the velocity spread from
the evaporation (ie: VZO  a and that the angles are small (so cos (θ) is close to 1), then ρ  1. This
causes erf (ρ) to saturate to 1, and
(
1 + 2ρ2
) ≈ 2ρ2, so after removal of constant factors:
P (θ) ∝ sin (θ) cos2 (θ) eV 2ZO cos2(θ) 12a2
∝ sin (θ) cos2 (θ) e−V 2ZO sin2(θ) 12a2
Again, for small θ, sin (θ) ≈ θ and cos (θ) ≈ 1 so:
P (θ) ∝ sin (θ) e−
V 2ZOθ
2
2a2
This is simply a Gaussian of width σ = aVZO , scaled by a sine. This agrees with experimental angular
distributions, which closely approximate Gaussians when viewed as a differential cross-section (converting
from differential cross-section to PDF for an angular distribution is simply a scaling by sin (θ) followed
by normalization).
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5.2.2 Velocity distribution at a given angle
One useful result from this is regarding the energy distribution at a particular angular distribution. Since
SOLITAIRE is somewhat sensitive to energies with regard to the focal length, any significant variation
in energy (especially if it is correlated with angle) is important to consider. Working backwards from a
known angular distribution and nominal compound nucleus velocity trivially gives us the temperature
parameter a. From this, we simply map from the centre-of-mass frame to the lab frame:
Pθ (Vf ) =
1
2
ΩR (Vk) sin (γ)
Vf
Vk
(5.3)
∝ e−(V 2f +V 2ZO−2V fVZO cos(θ)) 12a2 V 2f (assuming fixed θ, here and below)
= e
−(V 2f +V 2ZO−2V fVZO cos(θ)) 12σ2V 2
ZO V 2f
= e−(1+ν
2−2∗ν cos(θ)) 1
2σ2 ν2V 2ZO
∝ e−(ν2−2∗ν cos(θ)) 12σ2 ν2
∝ e− (ν−cos(θ))
2
2σ2 ν2 (5.4)
Where ν =
Vf
VZO
. For values of ν close to 1, this is very close to a Gaussian, with a mean of cos (θ) and
a width of σ.
Calculation of the Vk-θ mapping
This relationship between the angular distribution and the energy distribution for each angle can be
explained by considering, for a particular θ, what the distribution of Vk values are for projectiles that
have this initial angle. That is, we want to obtain a two-dimentional PDF P (Vk, θ), based on the PDF
P (Vk, γ). Vk translates straight across, and γ is defined by:(
Vk cos (γ) + VZO
Vk sin (γ)
)
=
(
Vf cos (θ)
Vf sin (θ)
)
cos (γ) = −η sin (θ)± cos (θ)
√
1− η2
where η = VZO sin(θ)Vk . This is illustrated geometrically in figure 5.2. Note that γ is only defined for η ≤ 1,
which corresponds to θ ≤ sin−1
(
Vk
VZO
)
. This the probability of a given Vk contributing to a given θ is:
P (Vk, θ) =
1
2
(
sin (γ+)
∣∣∣∣∂γ+∂θ
∣∣∣∣+ sin (γ−) ∣∣∣∣∂γ−∂θ
∣∣∣∣)
=
(
V 2ZO +
(
1− 2η2)V 2k ) η√
1− η2VkVZO
Since this probability distribution diverges to ∞ as η approaches 1, this creates issues when numeri-
cally calculating probability distributions at a range of discrete values (as would be used for visualization,
transformation matrices, etc). Formally speaking, this is due to P (Vk, θ) not being Riemann integrable
due to the divergance at θ = sin−1
(
Vk
VZO
)
. However, it is Lebesgue integrable over the range of interest.
Therefore, by taking an integral over the domain corresponding to a discrete point (instead of sampling
at a single point in the domain) a useful discretization can be made. The integral is surprisingly simple:∫ θMAX
θMIN
P (Vk, θ) dθ = −
√
1− η2 cos (θ)
∣∣∣θMAX
θMIN
(5.5)
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Figure 5.2: Geometry of obtaining γ values from a given θ and Vk.
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Figure 5.3: Types of domains when integrating over θ and Vk.
Giving clear limits of −1 at θ = 0 (where η = 0) and 0 at θ = sin−1
(
Vk
VZO
)
(where η = 1).
From this point, a further integration over Vk can be made. For any retangular domain in θ-Vk space
where θ < 12pi, one of two cases occurs, illustrated in figure 5.3. Either γ is defined over the entire
domain, or the domain is split vertically by the line defined by Vk = VZO sin (θ) (the η = 1 line) with γ
undefined at values of θ to the right of the line and defined to the left of it. Any domains not falling
entirely into one of these categories can trivially be taken as two domains, one split and one unsplit.
In the first case, the integral of the area is conceptually simple – it’s a basic 2-dimensional integral.
So, taking a single term from 5.5, we have:∫ Vk,MAX
Vk,MIN
−
√
1− η2 cos (θ) dVk
= cos (θ)VZO sin (θ)
∫ Vk,MAX
Vk,MIN
1
η2
√
1− η2 dη
= −1
2
VZO sin (2θ)
[√
1
η2
− 1 + sin−1 (η)
]ηMAX
ηMIN
Expanding out for all terms:∫ Vk,MAX
Vk,MIN
∫ θMAX
θMIN
P (Vk, θ) dθ dVk
= −
(√
1
η23
− 1 + sin−1 (η3)−
√
1
η22
− 1− sin−1 (η2)
)
1
2
VZO sin (2θMAX) +(√
1
η21
− 1 + sin−1 (η1)−
√
1
η20
− 1− sin−1 (η0)
)
1
2
VZO sin (2θMIN)
where
η0 =
VZO sin(θMIN)
Vk,MIN
η1 =
VZO sin(θMIN)
Vk,MAX
η2 =
VZO sin(θMAX)
Vk,MIN
η3 =
VZO sin(θMAX)
Vk,MAX
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Figure 5.4: Vk-θ mapping for VZO = 25, normalized per-θ.
Note that in the case of θMAX = 0, the limit needs to be used as η0 and η1 also go to zero. In this
limiting case, only the latter part of the integral is affected and becomes:∫ Vk,MAX
Vk,MIN
∫ θMAX
θMIN
P (Vk, θ) dθ dVk = − (· · · ) 1
2
VZO sin (2θMAX) + (Vk,MAX − Vk,MIN)
In the second case, we need to evaluate:∫ Vk,MAX
Vk,MIN
∫ θMAX=sin−1( VkVZO )
θMIN
P (Vk, θ) dθ dVk
The terms corresponding to θMIN are identical to before, however the terms corresponding to θMAX are
zero (as the limit of equation 5.5 is zero at this point). Again, the limits as θMAX → 0 needs to be taken
into account.
With these formalitites dealt with, it is easy to determine where particles with a particular center-
of-mass velocity end up in terms of initial angle in the lab frame. An example mapping (again, using
VZO = 25) is shown in 5.4. In this diagram, the peak has been normalized to 1 for each θ. Clearly, the
strongest contribution to any particular θ value is from the smallest Vk that can reach that angle. So
there is a strong correlation in shape between the angular PDF and the velocity PDF, albeit somewhat
smoothed. Additionally, there is a cutoff value of Vk below which the velocity PDF cannot affect the θ
PDF.
5.3 Evaporation of multiple neutrons
Continuing the assumption that each evaporation is isotropic, and furthermore assuming that each
evaporation is independent of the previous one, multiple particle evaporations can be trivially combined.
Continuing from above, let ΩR,0 (V0) be the probability of the net speed imparted by all previous evap-
orations being V0. Similarly, ΩR,1 (Vk) is the distribution of the change in speed for the next evaporated
particle. Since the full 3D space is now important (one evaporation to the left at a right angle to the
z-axis followed by one to the right at a right angle to the z-axis is different to two to the left, despite
being identical in the 2D (Vk, γ) space), denote the 3D space probability densities as Ω0 and Ω1 as before.
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While the distributions are defined in terms of spherical co-ordinates it is simpler, from an calculation
point of view, to work in cartesian co-ordinates. For a given final velocity of V2 = (V2,x, V2,y, V2,z) there
is clearly more than a single initial speed/change in speed option. However, the spherical symmetry
(from the isotropic emission) helps again here – the y and z co-ordinates can be fixed to zero without
any loss of generality, so for a given velocity “kick” magnitude Vk and direction determined by γ and φ,
the initial velocity vector V0 is uniquely defined:
V2 =
 V2,x0
0

=
 V0,xV0,y
V0,z
+
 cos (φ) sin (γ)Vksin (φ) sin (γ)Vk
cos (γ)Vk

 V0,xV0,y
V0,z
 =
 V2,x − cos (φ) sin (γ)Vksin (φ) sin (γ)Vk
cos (γ)Vk

The probability of this event happening can be evaluated from the product of the respective radial
probability distributions: ΩR,1 (Vk) ΩR,0 (|V0|) Note that |V0|2 = V 2k + V 22,x − 2VkV2,x cos (φ) cos (γ).
Therefore, the probability of a final speed of some given V2,x is given by the integral:
ΩR,2 (V2,x) = 4piV
2
2,x
∫ 2pi
φ=0
∫ pi
γ=0
∫ ∞
Vk=0
ΩR,1 (Vk)
1
4piV 2k
ΩR,0 (|V0|) 1
4pi|V0|2
V 2k sin (γ) dVk dγ dφ
=
V 22,x
4pi
∫ 2pi
φ=0
∫ pi
γ=0
∫ ∞
Vk=0
ΩR,1 (Vk) ΩR,0 (|V0|) 1|V0|2
sin (γ) dVk dγ dφ
Analytically integrating this is troublesome due to the complicated nature of |V0|2. Numerically
integrating this quantity is, however, relatively straightforward. Since the functions are relatively well-
behaved, even the 3D analogue of the rectangle rule works satisfactorily. After compositing of the
multiple velocity kick PDFs into a single PDF, the lab frame angular distribution can be obtained in
the same way as the single-particle case (equation (5.2)).
Calculating the velocity distribution at a given angle is then also done numerically, using equation
5.3.
It is useful, however, to consider the form that the angular distribution might take for these evapo-
rations. Since the temperature parameter for the Maxwellian distribution can be difficult to determine
theoretically, it is easiest to show general qualitative instead of quantitative results. The first situation to
examine is the effect of evaporation of multiple neutrons. A sequence of distributions is shown in figure
5.5. For the velocity plots, the Y axis is the probability and the X axis an arbitrary unit of velocity.
For the angular distribution plots, the Y axis is in arbitrary units of differential cross-section, and the X
axis is in degrees. The four sets of data represent evaporation of 1 to 4 neutrons (top to bottom). The
grey dashed line is a fitted Gaussian with the highlighted red region being the region over which the fit
is made.
As expected, the single neutron evaporation generated a near-perfect Gaussian distribution in angle.
The “temperature” used was a = 0.5, with VZO = 25. Hence the expected Gaussian width would be 0.02
radians, or 1.146 degrees. The width of the fitted Gaussian for the single neutron is 1.147 degrees, the
slight difference is due to the small-angle approximations made in the analytic derivation. For two to
four neutron evaporated, the fitted widths are 1.625, 1.999, and 2.315 degrees respectively, which very
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Figure 5.5: Example angular distributions of several neutrons (right) and the velocity distributions of
the main particle (left) that create them.
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Figure 5.6: Example angular distributions (right) of an alpha (top) and alpha plus a neutron (bottom)
and the velocity distributions (left) that create them.
closely follow a
√
n curve. This is not unexpected, given that for a single evaporation, the width in
velocity (and thus in angle) goes as
√
m as per equation 5.1. It does suggest that all neutron evaporation
can simply be regarded as following a Gaussian angular distribution – again, not entirely unexpected,
since convoluting multiple Gaussian distributions together leads to another Gaussian.
5.4 Evaporation of charged particles
As mentioned previously, the emission of charged particles can be approximated by simply shifting the
energy distribution up by some amount. This results in a non-Maxwellian distribution, so the analysis
done in section 5.2 does not hold, and the numerical approach of section 5.3 must be used.
To simulate an alpha particle, a Maxwellian distribution was again used, this time with a = 1 (ie:
the same temperature as the neutrons) and 2Ecm
M2
= 4. The results of such a change can be seen in figure
5.6. As expected, the peak maintains roughly the same shape as before, but just at higher velocities.
However, the shape of the angular distribution is very different, peaking at an angle of approximately
5 degrees, and being somewhat flat at angles lower than this. At higher angles, the distribution again
takes the form of a Gaussian, as evidenced by the excellent match between the fitted Gaussian and
the underlying curve. This suggests that instead of attempting to fit a Gaussian to an αxn angular
distribution, a step-Gaussian should be used:
Ωα+n =
{
1 : x ≤ d
e−
(x−d)2
σ2 : x > d
Furthermore, the width of the Gaussian part of the α and α+n curves is 2.332 and 2.603 respectively.
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These correspond nearly exactly with the 4-neutron and projected 5-neutron widths. While the temper-
atures and energy offset weren’t chosen to represent any particular compound nucleus evaporation, this
suggests that the energy offset only has a weak effect on the tail of the angular distribution. While it
is clear from equation 5.1 that the energy offset has little effect at large velocities, it’s not immediately
clear why this carries through to the angular distribution.
The answer lies in the Vk-θ mapping described in section 5.2.2 – at a sufficiently large θ, the shape
of the θ PDF is determined solely by the shape of the tail of the velocity PDF. Since at large velocities
(assuming a Maxwellian distribution) the energy offset has little effect on the shape of the velocity PDF,
this is why the width of the tail of the step-Gaussian for the simulated α evaporation is similar to the
width for a mass four uncharged particle.
5.5 Deducing initial angular distributions from experimental results
While the energy distribution for any angle can be obtained if the angular distribution is a Gaussian
(equation 5.4), this is not always the case. Consider the case of the α evaporation – here the angular
distribution is a step-Gaussian. In these cases, analytic expressions are not generally feasible. Even in
the case of a Gaussian, trying to obtain a closed form expression for:∫ sin−1( Vk
VZO
)
0
P (Vk, θ) sin (θ) e
−x2
2σ2 dθ
is not possible. The Gaussian was only possible due to working from an existing velocity distribution,
and then approximating.
Instead, however, a numerical approximation can be relatively easily done. The first step is to convert
a discretized angular distribution into a velocity distribution. We have, from section 5.2.2, a matrix M
that is a transform: 
θ0
θ1
θ2
...
 = M

Vk,0
Vk,1
Vk,2
...

This can usually be trivially solved via matrix inversion (or other linear system solving techniques).
Since there is no constraint on the binning of Vk, it can be chosen such that M is invertible (either
through careful selection of binning, or discarding columns that cause the matrix to be overdetermined).
In fact, since M is upper-triangular (due to the η = 1 limiting line), generating the matrix and solving
the system is trivial.
However, this does not generate a good Vk distribution. For example, the step-Gaussian angular
distribution is shown in 5.7(a). The corresponding Vk distribution is shown in 5.8(a). At small angles it
oscillates between plus and minus 1067. This is completely unrealistic, both from an oscillatary point of
view, and also that negative probabilities exist.
The standard solution in a situation like this is to use an overdetermined matrix and obtain a
least-squares solution for the Vk distribution. Doing so with a theoretical no-noise curve and 10%
overdetermination is highly successful, as shown in 5.8(b). The resulting curve is smooth and non-
negative at all points. However, when processing experimental data, this method is not ideal. To
simulate an experimental input, the angular PDF was scaled to give 100000 “events”, then Gaussian
noise of width
√
y was added, and the number of counts for each bin was rounded to the nearest integer.
Upon processing this input, the result from a SVD reconstruction (shown in figure 5.8(c)) was not entirely
satisfactory. While the overall shape is relatively correct, the negative probabilities have returned.
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Figure 5.7: Input angular distributions (step-Gaussian, 1 degree step and 1 degree σ) for reconstructing
Vk.
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(d) NNLS with noise on the input.
Figure 5.8: Reconstructed Vk distribution from a step-Gaussian angular distribution input.
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This is not a new problem, and shares many features with deconvolution in radio astronomy. There,
negative light intensities do not make physical sense, and a substantial amount of effort has been put
into developing efficient least-squares fitting under the additional constraint that the fitted values cannot
be negative. One of the more prominent fitters in the field is NNLS – the Non-Negative Least Squares
deconvolver. The result of using NNLS instead of SVD is shown in 5.8(d). While the level of noise is
not significantly better than the SVD reconstruction, there are no negative probabilities (by design).
Since the primary purpose of obtaining a Vk distribution from an initial angle distribution is to
process a fitted distribution for the purpose of obtaining the energy spread at a particular angle, noise
is not a large issue. However, since NNLS does not obtain a significantly poorer fit, (and when the ideal
fit is non-negative, NNLS and SVD should return identical results) it is preferred over a SVD based
method even for these circumstances.
5.6 Simulating with a numerical Vk distribution
Simulation with a Gaussian initial angular distribution is quite straightforward – after taking a random
Gaussian sample to determine the initial angle, a further Gaussian sample is taken to determine the
energy. Simulation for cases where the angular distribution is not Gaussian, such as the step-Gaussians
from section 5.4, requires a more complex approach.
The process is outlined in figure 5.9. The functions shown in the flowchart are the functions produced
and used in the simulator when simulating a step-Gaussian, with a step size of 3 degrees, σ of 2 degrees,
and VZO of 25.
Since the usual input to the simulator is some known (or assumed) angular distribution, and the
energy variation requires the Vk distribution, the first step is to recover the Vk distribution as above.
Unfortunately, due to the limited numerical precision available2, the far tail of the Vk distribution is
usually lost. This is an important part of the distribution – the energy adjustments are most significant
at large angles, and these large angles only “see” the tail of the Vk distribution. However, as seen above,
the tail of the distribution is usually Gaussian-shaped.
To compensate for this loss, the tail of the distribution is fitted and then filled using the fitted values.
The fitting process is rather simple. First of all, the peak of the distribution is identified, and the value
of Vk for which the probability is an order of magnitude smaller than the peak value is found. This
point is essentially arbitrary, and mainly to make sure that we are no longer in the immediate vicinity of
the peak. A second point is then found, which is the first point after the peak at which the probability
distribution hits zero or increases. These two events are characteristics of the cutting-off of the Vk
distribution. Finally, the middle 50% of this range is taken to minimize the effect of problems near the
cut-off or the peak.
The points in this range are then transformed by dividing the probability by V 2k followed taking the
logarithm. This transformation changes the (zero energy offset) Maxwellian distribution into a simple
second-order polynomial. For more complex distributions, the tail has been observed to become very
close to a second-order polynomial, though the values for low (pre-peak) Vk deviate significantly. Once
this transformation has been done, the range is least-squares fitted with a second order polynomial,
P2 (Vk). Finally, the points in the range are replaced with V
2
k exp (P2 (Vk)), as are the points above the
range.
2The source of the problem is in determining whether the optimal state has been reached. NNLS effectively operates
from the largest bin downwards, checking after each step to see if the solution is optimal. Part of this calculation involves
calculating the current least-squares error. Since the least-squares error for the large bins is many orders of magnitude
greater than that of the small bins, the least-squares error of the small bins is lost. As a result, the algorithm thinks that
it has reached the optimum, although there is still room for improvement.
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Figure 5.9: Flowchart for simulation with an arbitrary angular distribution.
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This produces the graph in the top-left of figure 5.9. The red crosses indicate a subset of the points
prior to the tail extension. For Vk above about 6.5, the probability is calculated by NNLS to be zero.
With the tail extension, the complete function (the black line) extends all the way up to the limit of
Vk = 8. There are some slight numerical glitches for very low Vk (approximately 0.05 and below) – these
have a minimal effect on the process, as they can only affect very low angles (which are then caught by
the Faraday cup).
From this Vk distribution, a γ distribution is calculated for a number of θ values. This is essentially
a conversion from a (Vk, γ) distribution to a (θ, γ) distribution. This transformation is given by:
Vk =
VZO sin (θ)
sin (γ − θ)
J =
sin (γ)VZO
sin2 (γ − θ)
Where J is the Jacobian of the transformation. Again, the range of γ values for which the probability is
non-zero is limited:
γMIN = cos
−1
− VZO
Vk,MAX
sin2 (θ)− cos (θ)
√
1−
(
VZO
Vk,MAX
sin (θ)
)2
γMAX = cos
−1
− VZO
Vk,MAX
sin2 (θ) + cos (θ)
√
1−
(
VZO
Vk,MAX
sin (θ)
)2
γMIN ≤γ ≤ γMAX
This suggests the use of a “relative” γ value, the most trivial being a linear relation such that γREL = 0
gives γ = γMIN and γREL = 1 gives γ = γMAX. By dealing in relative γ values, simple linear interpolation
between multiple θ values cannot return unphysical values, and is more accurate than linear interpolation
of absolute γ values.
The final step before starting the simulation is to build up a cumulative PDF (CPDF) for each value
of θ. This allows fast and accurate random sampling of the distribution. Since the underlying PDF
uses linear interpolation between points, the CPDF uses quadratic interpolation. The “matrix” of the
CPDFs is shown in the bottom-right part of figure 5.9.
When the time comes to calculate an energy for a particle at a particular angle, the first step is to
obtain a uniformly distributed random number, u. Then, the CPDF for the requested θ is searched to
find the corresponding value of γREL. Since it is unlikely that the requested θ corresponds exactly to
one of the pre-computed CPDFs, this search is in fact done for the CPDFs just above and below the
requested θ, and the obtained values of γREL linearly interpolated correspondingly. This process (sans
the interpolation, for clarity) is the last step in figure 5.9.
The final step for each sample is to turn the γREL into an energy adjustment. First, an absolute γ
value is obtained (by calculating γMIN and γMAX for the requested θ). Simple rearranging then gives:
Vf
VZO
=
sin (γ)
sin (γ − θ)
5.7 Example: 221 MeV 58Ni on 64Ni
The overall objective for this system is to determine the transport efficiency of ERs between the target
and the detector in order to obtain an accurate figure for the absolute fusion cross-section. In order to
accurately reproduce the observed image, the initial angular distribution needs to be obtained.
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Figure 5.10: Angular-to-radial mapping for 221 MeV 58Ni on 64Ni.
This can be done in a self-consistant way similar to that of the effective mean charge state. The first
step is to determine q¯ – this step was done via the minimum-width backtracing method in section 4.2.3.
With this value determined, the next step is to determine an initial angular distribution that reproduces
the final radial distribution.
To do this, a large number of ions are simulated using Solirte. The initial angular distribution
is set to be uniform, but with the energy distribution for a given angle being calculated as discussed
previously using some approximate initial angular distribution (from [25] in this case). These results are
then histogrammed to generate a transmission matrix, mapping the integral of some initial angle range
to the integral of some final radial position range. The resulting matrix for this reaction is shown in
figure 5.10. Events above 8 cm are suppressed by the warm bore – ions that would end up at a radius
of above 8 cm follow a path that has a maximum radius greater than that of the warm bore, so collide
with it and do not reach the detector.
At this stage, it is now possible to take an arbitrary initial angular distribution, and generate the
expected radial distribution on the detector. By parameterizing this initial angular distribution (for
example, a Gaussian with mean 0, with the parameters being the width and the area), the optimal
values for these parameters can be found to reproduce the measured radial distribution on the detector
via a standard non-linear fitter. Currently, ROOT is being used to perform this fitting process. This
fitted angular distribution can then be used to perform a final simulation to obtain the transport efficiency
of the apparatus for the reaction.
The entire detector radius is not used for comparison between the simulated and experimental radial
distributions. For small radii, this is for two reasons. First is that the number of experimental events at
small radii is poorly defined. The detector position response can be quite non-linear over short distances
due to variations in the manufactuing process of the delay chips. As a result, the shape of the radial
distribution at small radii can be very sensitive to the center point chosen, and cannot be regarded as
being accurate. At larger distances, the larger area being considered eliminates the problems caused by
position nonlinearaties.
Secondly, due to the relatively small range of possibilities for getting a small final radius, there
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Figure 5.11: Radial distributions of 221 MeV 58Ni on 64Ni, simulated (red) and experimental (black).
are not a significant number of simulated events in the small-radius region. This results in significant
uncertainties in the transmission matrix and problems in the histopolation stage – the final effect being
that there can be a significant amount of noise in the simulated curve. This in turn causes the fitter to
be quite sensitive to the exact binning chosen for the transmission matrix and the experimental radial
distribution.
The events at radii above 10 centimeters cannot be relied on either. This is due to the detector being
a square with 20 cm side lengths, and the beam not being radially symmetric or perfectly centered on
the detector. This means that the radial angle of the beam relative to the detector has an effect on the
number of events occurring at a radius of more than 10 cm. While Solirte can simulate this condition, the
required data is not staightforward to obtain, and has not been obtained. With the relative rotational
orientation of the beam and the detector unknown, events outside of 10 cm cannot be considered reliable
for the purpose of comparing to the simulated values. This effect is partially mitigated by a 10 cm
circular aperture placed in front of the first detector, which generally implies that events on the first
detector outside of this radius are spurious.
With these considerations, the lower limit of the fitting range was chosen to be just inside the peak
of the radial distribution. Specifically, the position chosen was 0.8 times the radius at which the radial
distribution peaked. This encouraged the fitter to have the simulated peak at the same point as the
experimental peak, without being overly influenced by the low-radius artefacts. The upper limit was
chosen to be 10 cm or where the experimental results sharply fell away, whicher was less.
First of all, a fit using only a single Gaussian for the angular distribution was done. The results of
this fitting are shown in the top of figure 5.11. While somewhat subtle, the simulated results are too
high shortly after the peak, and too low further out along the tail. In contrast, the distribution for the
Gaussian plus step-Gaussian (with the width of the two Gaussians forced to be equal) are shown in the
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Figure 5.12: Calculated angular distributions of 221 MeV 58Ni on 64Ni.
lower part of figure 5.11. In these cases, there is a near-perfect match along the entire fitted range.
Additionally, the angular distributions are shown in figure 5.12. There is a clear variation between
the two solutions, with the single-Gaussian solution being (as would be expected) less forwardly peaked
compared to the more complex solution. There is significant variation below 1 degree, which is important
for calculating the impact of the Faraday cup on the transmission.
It should be noted that there is some degree of uncertainty in the results obtained, most clearly
visible when comparing the front and back detector results for the single run:
Detector Width (degrees) Step (degrees) Ratio
Front 1.79 3.94 0.608
Back 1.92 3.35 0.665
Where “ratio” is the number of events in the non-step-Gaussian divided by the total number of events.
From this, it would appear that the quantities calculated are likely to have an uncertainty of at least 10%,
so for example cannot be used to accurately determine the ratio of α evaporation to neutron evaporation.
However, for the purposes of simulating ER transmission probabilities it is sufficient.
5.8 Limitations
One additional factor that could be considered is the mass spread at a particular angle. All of the
preceeding analysis was done based on velocities, with the final energy calculated assuming that the
mass of the particle was the same as the original mass less some average evaporated mass. This holds
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well for charge exchange, where it is the velocity that is important. Scattering on the other hand would
potentially be slightly incorrect, due to the dependence on the mass of the ion being scattered. The
difference here is expected to be extremely minor in most situations, due the the small relative change –
in the order of 1 amu out of a total mass of 150 amu, since most reactions do not exhibit a large spread
in the number of neutrons evaporated.
More important would be the change in focal length. Nuclei evaporating 4 neutrons would intuitively
tend to have a larger angular spread than those evaporating 3 neutrons. As a result, particles with a
larger initial angle would have a higher probability of having evaporated 4 neutrons than those at a
small angle. Since the affect of the magnetic field on the velocity is inversely proportional to the mass,
this will have some effect on the accuracy of the focal length. Though again, the difference will be in
the order of a one percent variation in the focal length, which is unlikely to result in a change of more
than one percent in the transmission. This variation is not taken into account in the analysis, or in the
simulations. It is assumed that all particles undergo the same number of evaporations, and that each
evaporation is independent from the previous ones.
Taking into account such variations requires much more detailed information about the reaction. For
example, a particle that evaporates one fewer neutron than the average potentially does so due to more
energetic initial evaporations bringing it under the energy threshold for the final evaporation. In this
case, the velocity distribution could be very similar to that of those that undergo the average number of
evaporations. In general, it is expected that there will not be sufficient information to generate a mass
probability distribution for each (θ,E) possibility.
One final consideration is that since the velocity distribution for a particular angle also contains
information about the angular distribution, it should be possible to reconstruct the angular distribution
from the event time-of-flight information. Determining whether the time and energy spread introduced
by the gas interactions overwhelms this information, or whether it can be used to improve the fitting
process, would be an interesting area for future investigation.
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Chapter 6
Mixed gas operation
In order to determine the range of systems that are measuable using SOLITAIRE, a 240 MeV 58Ni beam
was used to bombard a range of targets, with helium as the gas filling the separator. The result of these
measurements is shown in figure 6.1. The most prominent feature visible is that as the target mass
increases (leading to a slower, heavier, evaporation residue), the field required to obtain the minimum
image size (i.e.: focus the ERs) on the detector increases. Eventually, a field higher than that obtainable
by the solenoid would be required. Since these measurements were done with the detector in the farthest
back position, even higher fields would be needed if the detection apparatus required the focus to be
further upstream.
One solution to this problem is to use a different gas. Nitrogen is one alternative that has been
commonly used when a greater degree of stripping is required than can be obtained with helium. The
drawback is that the much heavier diatomic nitrogen molecules significantly increase scattering of both
the ERs and the beam-like particles. In the case of the ERs, the resulting greater spread in the trajectories
decreases the transmission efficiency. At the same time, the greater spread of beam-like particles results
in more getting past the stoppers or other obstructions, increasing the rate of these undesired events in
the detectors.
One highly asymmetrical system that cannot be brought to a focus when filling the solenoid with
helium is 160 MeV 34S + 168Er, as mentioned in section 4.2.1. Using 0.25 Torr of nitrogen gas does,
however, bring the ER events to a focus as shown in figure 6.2. The minimum image size (of 0.884 cm)
is obtained at a magnetic field strength of 6.28 Tesla.
The impact of the gas pressure on the image size can be seen by comparing the image size for several
pressures at a fixed field of 6.25 T. Even bringing the nitrogen pressure up to only 70% of the normal
helium pressure of 1 Torr results in a dramatically worse image size.
One drawback of reducing the pressure is that it also reduces the cross section for charge exchange by
the same factor. Consequently, although the mean charge state of the beam-like particles has not changed
significantly going from helium to nitrogen, the beam-like particles don’t come as close to approximating
the path of a mean-charge-state ion, and this again results in higher transmission of these particles. This
can be observed in the 34S + 168Er system as well, as shown in the top two rows of table 6.1. While
the number of ER events (normalized to the number of monitor detector events) does not vary by a
statistically significant margin between the two pressures, there is a significant drop in the number of
ER events relative to the total number of events on the detector. This is caused by a greater number of
beam-like particles reaching the MWPCs.
A good compromise would then appear to be to mix the two gases. Take, for example, a gas made
up mainly of helium, but with a small amount of nitrogen. To the beam-like particles, there will be little
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Figure 6.1: ER image widths for 240 MeV 58Ni as a function of solenoid field on a range of targets.
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Gas pressure Field ER events Elastic events Total events ER / elastic ER / total
(Torr) (Tesla) (MWPC) (Monitors) (MWPC)
0.25 N2 6.25 11707 122588 2466505 0.0955 0.00475
0.15 N2 6.25 3218 33636 941982 0.0957 0.00342
0.25 N2 6.50 2082 20891 806733 0.0997 0.00258
0.25 N2 + 0.25 He 6.50 9205 88409 2355112 0.1041 0.00391
Table 6.1: Event counts for 160 MeV 34S + 168Er with a 6.25 T field
difference from pure helium gas, since the charge state distribution for the two is similar. With the same
helium pressure as at the start, there will be similar capture and loss cross-sections as pure helium, with
the corresponding transmission.
However, for the evaporation residues, it is slightly different. Since the equilibrium charge state
distributions (ECSDs) are significantly different between nitrogen and helium, the capture and loss
cross-sections curves will not directly overlap. As a result, there will be some skewing of the ECSD
towards the higher charge state, but only a small increase in the scattering.
This concept is confirmed by measurements, as can be seen in the last two rows of table 6.1. When
increasing the field to 6.5 T, but still filling the solenoid with 0.25 Torr of nitrogen, the ER transmission
efficiency increases very slightly. However, the beam-like particle transmission efficiency increases much
more significantly, resulting in a much poorer ER-to-beam-like event ratio.
Adding 0.25 Torr of helium has relatively little effect on the ER transmission efficiency at this field.
One thing that does happen is that the ERs are no longer brought to a focus below 6.5 T – the image
size is still decreasing as the field is increased. The size at 6.5 T is slightly larger than the nitrogen ideal
(0.929 cm, compared to 0.884 cm), but this doesn’t have a major impact on the transmission ratio of the
ERs. It does have a significant impact on the transmission of beam-like particles at that field however,
bringing the ratio of the two much closer to that of the first line.
From this, there is clearly a large amount of tuning that can be done. The ratio between the two
can be used to tune the field required for the minimum image size, and the absolute pressure can be
adjusted to balance ER image size with beam-like particle transmission. The question, then, is how
much nitrogen is needed?
6.1 Simulating with mixed gases
In Solirte, both the charge exchange and scattering interactions are handled using exponential distribu-
tions – the distribution is sampled to get the distance traveled until the next interaction, followed by
the interaction process itself. This exponential distribution is parameterized by a single value, the mean
free flight distance. For simulating these interactions in a mixed gas, these exponential distributions
need to be merged. It is assumed that the gases can be treated as independent, which should not be
an issue for the temperatures and pressures commonly used in SOLITAIRE (less than 4 Torr and room
temperature).
In both the cases of scattering and charge exchange, the free flight distances can be combined in
the same way that the capture and loss cross-sections were combined. Converting the mean free flight
distances back to cross-sections, combining as above, then converting back to mean free flight distances
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gives:
1
dq
=
n∑
i=1
1
di,q
In the case of charge exchanges, the outcome of the interaction is binary – either the ion loses an
electron or it gains one. Therefore, the probability of electron loss in a mixed-gas charge exchange event
is simply the sum of the product of the probability of interaction with a gas multiplied by the probability
of electron loss in the gas. Given di,q and Ci,q for gases 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the combined cross section and capture
probabilities are
Cq =
∑n
i=1
1
di,q
Ci,q∑n
i=1
1
di,q
For scattering, the more complex interaction (calculation of a scattering angle) cannot be so easily
combined. In this case, the probability of an interaction with each gas is stored and used to select a gas
at the time of interaction. The usual interaction process is then used to calculate the scattering angle.
As a result, the computational cost per interaction of handling multiple gases is the same as a single
gas for charge exchange (where all that happens is different values are stored in the precomputed tables),
and slightly more expensive for scattering (where an additional random sampling is required to select
the gas to interact with).
6.1.1 Simulation difficulties
One difficulty in simulating mixed gas situations is that the equilibrium charge state distribution needs
to be known for both gases. A number of different ECSD approximations have been proposed over time
(see, for example, the selection in section 2.2.5), but most do not vary based on the gas being used.
However, due to the shell structure – and in non-monoatomic gases, the molecular effects – different
gases can produce quite different results.
6.1.2 Equilibrium charge state distribution for multiple gases
Although the equilibrium charge state distribution is not used in the simulation procedure, it can be of
interest when doing approximate calculations of the focal length.
The equilibrium charge state distribution charge populations Dq can be calculated from the mean
free paths dq and capture probabilities Cq. The steady state charge state distribution satisfies, for all q:
Cq+1
dq+1
Pq+1 +
1− Cq−1
dq−1
Pq−1 − 1
dq
Pq = 0
Through inspection of several cases, the steady state population distribution Dq, 0 <= q <= Z is
found to be:
Pq = N
dq
∏Z
i=q+1Ci∏Z−1
i=q (1− Ci)
where N is a normalization factor, calculated by summing Pq.
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For proof, simply substitute and evaluate:
Cq+1
dq+1
dq+1
∏Z
i=q+2Ci∏Z−1
i=q+1 (1− Ci)
+
1− Cq−1
dq−1
dq−1
∏Z
i=q Ci∏Z−1
i=q−1 (1− Ci)
− 1
dq
dq
∏Z
i=q+1Ci∏Z−1
i=q (1− Ci)
=
∏Z
i=q+1Ci∏Z−1
i=q+1 (1− Ci)
+
∏Z
i=q Ci∏Z−1
i=q (1− Ci)
−
∏Z
i=q+1Ci∏Z−1
i=q (1− Ci)
=
(1− Cq)
∏Z
i=q+1Ci +
∏Z
i=q Ci −
∏Z
i=q+1Ci∏Z−1
i=q (1− Ci)
=
(1− Cq + Cq − 1)
∏Z
i=q+1Ci∏Z−1
i=q (1− Ci)
= 0
as required.
6.2 Experimental difficulties
One of the components of the SOLITAIRE design is a gas flow system that continually refreshes the gas
in the solenoid bore, and maintains the desired pressure. It does this via a pressure regulated valve slowly
bleeding gas into the bore, and a rotary pump slowly pumping gas out of the bore through a fixed settings
needle valve. This ensures that any outgassing from components of SOLITAIRE does not significantly
alter the pressure or composition of the gas in the bore. An additional source of contamination of the
warm bore gas is the MWPC detectors, which are filled with 4 Torr of propane and separated from the
warm bore only with a 0.7 µm mylar window. Gas is also continually flowed through the detectors in
the same manner to avoid contamination of the propane with helium (which diffuses right through mylar
windows, at a slow rate).
However, not all gases are pumped at the same rate. Roughly speaking, the pumping rate increases
with the square root of the mass of the molecule (so hydrogen is pumped poorly, and nitrogen rather
well). Therefore, even if a premixed 50/50 He/N2 mixture is continually introduced to the bore, the
long-term mixture in the bore will trend towards a much higher concentration of helium.
The only practical solution was not to use the gas flow system for the warm bore. To get a 33%
nitrogen mixture at 1 Torr, the warm bore is filled to 0.66 Torr of helium, and then topped up to 1 Torr
by adding nitrogen. At this point, the warm bore is completely closed off from the gas flow system.
The rate of contamination is not known – there have been no significant deviations in performance
over several hours, so any leaks or outgassing has at best a minimal effect. However, since most of the
mixed-gas runs have been short in duration (testing the performance of the device for different mixtures
resulted in the warm bore being flushed and re-filled every few hours), it is not whether the build-up of
contaminants over a longer period would affect operations.
6.3 Example – 140 MeV 28Si on 124Sn
For this reaction, a number of experimental runs were done in addition to the theoretical calculations.
First of all, the pure helium and pure nitrogen gases can both be brought to a focus before the 6.5 T
field limit. This means that determination of the mean charge state is possible for both gases, something
that was not possible for the previous reaction. Using these numbers, then, the properties of a 50/50
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Figure 6.3: Detector image widths for various gas mixtures for the reaction 140 MeV 28Si on 124Sn
mix can then be simulated, and an experimental run was done for comparison. Since there are no known
accurate measurements of the angular distribution for this reaction in this energy range, PACE was used
to generate 30000 ER energies. TRIM was then used to simulate the scattering and energy loss in the
target. The resulting output of TRIM provided the initial energies and angles for the particles simulated
by Solirte.
Using the raw Schiwietz-Grande mean charge states (7.50 and 7.24 for nitrogen and helium respec-
tively, at the nominal ER energy) did not result in a good fit with the experimental results. Nitrogen
required a q¯ scaling factor of 1.10, and helium required a scaling factor of 0.94. These brought the mag-
netic field for the minimum image size to approximately a quarter of a percent of the experimental value.
One major discrepancy is in the absolute image size, with the simulated image size being approximately
half that of the experimental results at the minimum. This may be caused by PACE not reproducing
the angular distribution accurately.
Using these mean charge state tuning parameters, the magnetic field required for minimum width
using the mixed gas was reproduced well, as can be seen in figure 6.3 Again, the absolute width is only
half that of the experimental width, but the point at which the minimum occurs is very close – 5.20
Tesla in comparison to the experimental value of 5.15. This is sufficiently close for the purpose of tuning
the apparatus.
Comparing the three gas mixtures show how mixed gases could be useful. If the upper limit on the
field was 4.8 T, then pure nitrogen gas would be the ideal choice. However, between 4.8 T and 5.5 T,
the 50/50 mixture provided the minimum image size. Above 5.5 T the choice becomes pure helium. If
more freedom is given for the gas ratios, then a mixture of closer to 75% would provide the optimum
image size around 5.5 T. A fuller list of ideal pressures for various artificially-imposed magnetic field
limits is shown in figure 6.2. The gain from increasing the artificial limit from 5.75 Tesla to 6.5 Tesla is
sufficiently small that it is overwhelmed by the statistical noise, and fields beyond 5.75 Tesla show no
gain.
One thing not taken into account in the above results is the dependence of the image size on the
gas pressure. Since nitrogen has a much larger cross-section for charge exchange than helium, a lower
pressure is required to achieve the same focusing effect. Since a lower pressure decreases the amount of
scattering and energy loss through the gas the image size will decrease as the pressure is lowered, until
the point at which there are insufficient charge exchange interactions to properly focus the ERs.
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Figure 6.4: Detector image widths for various gas pressures for the reaction 140 MeV 28Si on 124Sn
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Magnetic field limit Nitrogen pressure Helium pressure Magnetic field Image width
(Tesla) (Torr) (Torr) (Tesla) (cm)
4.50 0.0125 0.0000 4.50 1.147
4.75 0.0250 0.0000 4.75 1.143
5.00 0.1500 0.1875 5.00 1.143
5.25 0.1500 0.1875 5.25 1.141
5.50 0.1500 0.8125 5.50 1.139
5.75 0.1500 0.8125 5.75 1.138
6.00 0.1500 0.8125 5.75 1.138
6.25 0.1500 0.8125 5.75 1.138
6.50 0.1500 0.8125 5.75 1.138
Table 6.2: Ideal gas mixtures for the reaction 140 MeV 28Si on 124Sn
This effect is shown in figure 6.4. Two quite different phenomena are shown here. First, increasing
the pressure for helium decreases the image size. It reaches a minimum around 1 Torr, and doesn’t
increase between there and 1.5 Torr. Additionally, the field required to obtain the minimum image size
is decreasing1, This is consistent with insufficient charge exchange interactions at the low pressures.
The nitrogen results shows somewhat of the opposite effect. As the pressure increases, the ideal
image width increases. This indicates that the number of charge exchange interactions is sufficient for
focusing, and at the higher pressures additional scattering is degrading the image size. In this case, the
decrease in field required to obtain the ideal image is due to energy loss in the gas. TRIM suggests that
at 0.9 Torr of nitrogen, an average of 4.6 MeV (with approximately 1 in 104 ions losing more than 10
MeV) of the 25.8 MeV is being lost through the gas.
Reproducing such results with Solirte requires a large number of parameters to be quite accurate. The
electron capture and loss cross sections (not just the mean charge state and width) must be accurate
in order to reproduce the loss of focusing power at low helium pressure. Additionally, the degree of
scattering (and hence the nuclear stopping power) must be accurate to reproduce the image broadening
due to scattering at higher nitrogen pressures. And the electronic stopping power must also be handled
relatively accurately in order to reproduce the decreasing required field for high nitrogen pressures.
6.4 Example – 160 MeV 34S on 168Er
The analysis here continues from the determination of the mean charge state through nitrogen, detailed
in section 4.2.1.
Reactions of 168Er are of substantial interest due to the highly deformed shape of the nucleus[24].
Additionally, with a beam of sulfur, the resulting neutron-deficient polonium nuclei have high probabili-
ties of alpha decay. As a result, implantation decay is an attractive method of studying this reaction. As
a result, the situation of interest is for a small (2 cm diameter) silicon detector at the same approximate
z location as the last MWPC.
For this reaction, the ERs cannot be brought to a focus with pure helium filling the warm bore,
even at 6.5 Tesla. This makes it difficult to determine any required adjustments to q¯. Fortunately, as
described in section 4.2.1, a focus can obtained when pure nitrogen gas is used. This allows the mean
1The leftmost two points at 0.125 Torr and 0.250 Torr clearly violate this trend. However in this range the ideal field is
above the maximum measured, so the resulting extrapolated ideal field should be considered to be relatively unreliable.
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Figure 6.5: Simulated and experimental ER image widths for 160 MeV 34S + 168Er.
charge state to be determined.
These results are only partly reproducible with Solirte, as shown in figure 6.5. The field required
for the minimum width matches that of the experimental data by construction – the mean charge
state scaling factor is picked to ensure this. However, the width of that image is incorrect – 0.588 cm
compared to the experimental minimum of 0.884 cm. The image size is most heavily dependent on the
initial angular distribution, the amount of scattering induced by the gas, and the shape of the equilibrium
charge state distribution. The former should be accurate, having been measured in this laboratory some
years ago[24]. The scattering depends on the potential that the ion encounters when scattering off the
gas particle. Solirte does not have any special handling for diatomic gases, and the universal screening
function used to determine the interaction potential is a likely source of error. The final term – the shape
of the equilibrium charge state distribution – is perhaps the most poorly measured. Besides the width of
the distribution being determined through a universal (all-gas, all-ion) approximation, shell effects can
result in a quite non-Gaussian distribution.
To determine a possible cause for this discrepancy, parameters of the scattering and charge exchange
implementation were adjusted to see the effect on the final image width. The scattering was adjusted by
applying a scaling factor of less than 1 to the impact parameter selection. This results in each scattering
event resulting in a slightly larger change of direction. While this adjustment increased the image size
as expected, it still did not improve the match between experimental and simulated results away from
the minimum image size. The experimental curve was still too flat. Adjusting the ECSD width results
in a similar shift of the curve – an upwards shift of some fixed amount, not improving the discrepancy
away from the minimum-image-width point.
The source of this issue is therefore not clear. This larger image size will have a detrimental effect on
the transmission (especially with small silicon detectors) so is an area that should be explored further.
This issue does not have a dramatic effect on the relative image sizes however – both helium and
nitrogen appear to be affected to approximately the same degree. As a result, an interesting question is
again, what the ideal gas mixture is. By scanning a large range of fields, with a large range of mixed gas
pressures, gives the result shown in figure 6.6. For each gas mixture, the optimum field was determined
(limited to 6.5 T), and the transmission for that field on to a 1 cm diameter detector was calculated. A
pure nitrogen or helium filling gas is represented by points on they and x axes respectively. There is a
clear peak transmission off the axis, at about 0.2 Torr helium with 0.08 Torr nitrogen. This peak only
applies to this exact system, at this energy, and with this detector configuration. Any change in these
can result in a very different shape and optimal mixture.
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Figure 6.6: Tranmission of ERs of 160 MeV 34S + 168Er on to a 1 cm diameter detector.
While the accuracy of this particular example is not ideal, there are clearly situations in which a
gas mixture provides a better result than pure helium or nitrogen gas. However, as mentioned, the
experimental and computational work required to determine such situations is nontrivial. For routine
experiments, well within the capabilities of SOLITAIRE, there is little gain from such effort. However,
the use of a mixed gas in the bore extends the range of experiments that can practically be performed
using SOLITAIRE.
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Conclusion
SOLITAIRE has demonstrated through a number of experiments that the use of solenoidal separators
offers a number of benefits when compared to more traditional fusion reaction product separators.
However, the increased complexity of the apparatus also needs a method of accurately simulating it
for two reasons, both for efficient use of beam time and to extract high accuracy absolute reaction
cross-sections. A further use of Solirte is to extract the parameters that Solirte itself needs in order to
accurately simulate transport of ions through SOLITAIRE.
Two methods to do this were developed in this thesis. The first of these is determining the effective
mean charge state from the result of a single short run using two MWPCs. The backtracing approach
gives a very accurate measure of where the focal point is, and therefore what the effective mean charge
state is as required for simulation. The second technique was the reconstruction of the angular dis-
tribution from the radial distribution at the detector. While more complex than fitting the angular
distribution with some parameterized function, the process accurately reproduces the final radial dis-
tribution. It again allows a complete measurement to be made using a single short run, rather than
the time consuming approach of measuring the yield at a number of angles using a small or collimated
detector.
The simulator itself has undergone two significant changes over the course of this thesis. The first is
to enhance the accuracy, by determining a method to correlate the energy distribution at a particular
angle to the initial angular distribution. While the changes in calculated efficiency as a result of this
improvement are minor in most cases, they allow a greater confidence in the accuracy of the simulation,
therefore a greater confidence in derived fusion cross-sections. The second major change was the use of a
GPU in addition to the CPU to accelerate the ion tracing performance. This gave a significant speed-up,
bringing most simulations to 1000 ions per second (or well above this if there is low gas pressure) on
a recent mid-range desktop computer. This allows for more detailed searches for optimal experimental
configurations.
Finally, mixed gases were shown to have some promising effects, enhancing transmission when there
are small detectors (or apertures) in use. Solirte’s handling of mixed gases was found to be accurate up
to the limitations of simulating single gases.
7.1 For further investigation
There are still a number of areas that appear promising for further investigation.
Firstly, the existing charge exchange and scattering approximations do not appear to be sufficiently
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accurate for use in Solirte. Corrections to the empirical approximations using experimental data are
always required to obtain the effective charge state needed for simulation. While the time required for
these collections is minimal, a more accurate model would allow the first experimental step to be skipped.
A further area of improvement is in the speed of the simulator. While oﬄoading only the integration
to the GPU provided a significant speed-up, the GPU appears to be under-utilized. By moving more of
the scattering and charge exchange calculation to the GPU, a further speed-up should be obtainable.
Finally, there is some source of unknown error in the angular distribution calculation, showing up
as a discrepancy between the angular distribution obtained when using the front detector, and when
using the back detector. Additional measurements should be done to determine if this is related to the
experimental set-up, or whether it is an intrinsic limitation of the fitting process.
7.2 Final words
In conclusion, a ion tracing simulator has been developed that is both robust and flexible. It is robust
enough for routine use in a number of situations. The comprehensive input file format allows con-
figuration of a wide range of parameters, and has been used as part of absolute fusions cross-section
measurements, to optimize radioactive ion beam production, and determine the experimental set-up
required for ion implantation in materials science applications. The software has also been developed in
a modular way, allowing easy integration of new functions and capabilities. This enables development
of techniques to improve the effectiveness of the device, and explore new applications of SOLITAIRE.
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Point-object distances
A.1 Point-cone distance
Observation 1 Consider a z-axis aligned cone, with the apex at the origin. For an arbitrary point
P = (x, y, z), the point on the cone that is closest to this point lies on the plane containing P and the
z-axis.
Proof. Without a loss of generality, assume y = 0 and x > 0. Consider the parametric form of the cone
as
Ca (t, φ) =
 ta cos (φ)ta sin (φ)
t

Taking the distance between C (t, φ) and P , partially differentiating with respect to t and φ and simul-
taniously solving to be zero (to find turning points) produces the system:{
t+ a2t− z − (x cos (φ) + y sin (φ)) a = 0
(x sin (φ)− y cos (φ)) at = 0
By substituting in y = 0, and assuming x > 0, t > 0 (as the distance with t = 0 is independant of φ)
and a > 0 this then becomes {
t+ a2t− z − ax cos (φ) = 0
sin (φ) = 0
Which trivially gives φ = 0 or φ = pi. Since
Ca (t, 0) =
 ta0
t

this means that the closest point is on the x-z plane, the same as the z axis and the point P.
Corollary 1 For a given t, the minimum distance between P and Ca (t, φ) always occurs at the same
value of φ as the global minimum.
By reducing the 3-D problem to a 2-D problem, the calculation for distance becomes much more
straightforward. The two coordinates used are z and the radius r =
√
x2 + y2. The distance also
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becomes a simple point-line distance between the point (r, z) and the line r = az. Hence, the coordinate
of the point (in r-z space) on the line that is closest to the point P is
PC =
(
(ar+z)a
1+a2
ar+z
1+a2
)
And the distance between the two points is
D =
|r − az|√
1 + a2
In the case we’re interested in, the cone in truncated and given by four parameters - zi, ri, zf and
rf . These are the z coordinate and radius respectively of the start (and end, respectively) of the cone.
This introduces two problems. First, the cone no longer has the apex at the origin. Instead, it is at
za = zi − ria . Note that the a parameter for this cone is
rf−ri
zf−zi . This requires using z − za instead of z in
the previous calculations.
Secondly, the closest point may be outside the extents of the truncated cone. In order to find the
closest point, the z coordinate needs to be clamped to the valid range, the radius of the cone at that z
coordinate calculated, and the distance calculated. Specifically:
zc =
ar + z − za
1 + a2
z′c =

zi − za if zc < zi − za
zf − za if zc > zf − za
zc otherwise
P ′C =
(
az′c
z′c
)
D′ =
√
(z − za − z′c)2 + (r − az′c)2
A.2 Point-cylinder distance
The distance between an infinite solid cylinder of radius R along the z-axis and a point P = (x, y, z) is
trivial: it is simply r−R where r =
√
x2 + y2 (using the convention where a negative distance indicates
that the point is “inside” the object). It is only slightly more complicated when dealing with a cylinder
limited by zi ≤ z ≤ zf . Here, if the z-coordinate of P is outside this range, then the distance needs to
be taken to the disc at the closest end of the cylinder.
This distance is itself a piecewise function. If r < R then the distance is between the point and the
plane the disc is on, otherwise it is between the point and the circle bounding the disc.
Combined, this can be quickly calculated as:
Dz = max (zi − z, z − zf )Dr = r −RD =

Dr if Dz ≤ 0
Dz if Dz > 0 and Dr ≤ 0√
D2r +D
2
z if Dz > 0 and Dr > 0
Note that this does not correctly return the (negative) distance if the point is inside the cylinder,
but close to the endcaps. This is not an issue for Solirte, as all that matters is that the point is inside
the (solid) cylinder, ie: that the distance is negative.
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A.3 Point-hole distance
This is the “inverse” of a cylinder: a hole drilled through a solid obstruction extending arbitrarily far in
the x and y directions, but finitely limited in the z direction. Consequently, the derivation follows the
same arguments as the point-cylinder distance, with some signs reversed.
In the case where zi ≤ z ≤ zf (which is the same as the Dz ≤ 0 condition), the closent point is on the
cylinder wall, so the distance is just R− r (which is −Dr from above). If it is outside the z-range of the
cylinder, then there are two cases to consider as above. The first is when the radial distance is positive,
so the point is also outside the radial range. In this case, the closest point is on the end planes, with the
distance being Dz. The final case is when the radial distance is negative. Here, the closest point will be
on the circle at the end of the hole.
Combined, this gives the distance (with Dx and Dr as before):
D =

−Dr if Dz ≤ 0
Dz if Dz > 0 and Dr ≥ 0√
D2r +D
2
z if Dz > 0 and Dr < 0
A.4 Point-cuboid distance
Due to the symmerty of an axis-aligned cuboid, the only cases that need consideration are those where
the x, y, and z coordinates are all non-negative relative to the centre of the cuboid.
In these cases, the distance from each face (extended out to infinity) is simply B = (Bx, By, Bz) =
(x− rx, y − ry, zz − rz) where rx, ry, and rz are the distances from the cuboid center to the face (ie:
half the respective side length).
One special case to consider is the case where all components of B are non-positive. In this case, the
point is either inside or on the surface of the cuboid. This situation is assigned a distance of zero in all
cases.
If the rx component is non-positive, then this means that the point is on the inside halfspace defined
by the y-z plane. In these cases, there is no difference in distance to the cuboid for different values of
x, and the situation becomes a 2D distance-from-the-square problem. If the ry component is also non-
positive, then the same argument applies in this 2D problem, and the distance is simply rz. Similarly, if
ry is positive and rz is non-positive, then the distance is ry. Finally, if both ry and rz are positive, then
the distance is to the outer corner of the square, or
√
r2y + r
2
z .
The symmetry of the cuboid extends this to cover all but one of the remaining conditions – that
where all of the components are positive. In this case, the distance is just the distance from the outer
corner of the cuboid:
√
r2x + r
2
y + r
2
z .
Combining all this together gives a simple method for calculating the distance. By clamping each
component of B to be greater than zero, the norm of the vector is then the distance from the cuboid, or
zero if it is inside.
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Relaxation-based histopolation
Histopolation is the technique of generating a function to “interpolate” between bin boundaries of a
histogram. More technically, it is obtaining a function F (x) such that data for each bin xi ≤ x ≤ xi+1,∫ xi+1
xi
F (x) dx = Ci where xi and xi+1 are the lower and upper bounds for bin i, which has the contents
Ci. Clearly, there are an infinite number of functions that will satisfy these conditions. Much theoretical
work has been done for specific subclasses of functions (especially splines) and binned data (such as purely
concave sets, etc), but support for these techniques is relatively poor in most numerical frameworks.
For the purpose of generating radial distributions, a very simple relaxation-based scheme was used
to generate a number of linear interpolation segments per bin.
The input to the histopolation function is a set of bin boundaries and bin contents, as described
above. Each bin is then subdivided into d linearly interpolated regions. Thus from N bins, there are
dN + 1 x-y points generated, labelled (pi,j , qi,j) where 0 ≤ i < N and 0 ≤ j < d. These are defined as:
pi,j = (xi+1 − xi) j
d
+ xiqi,j =
Ci
xi+1 − xi
The relaxation step proceeds bin-by-bin. It calculates the current area contained by the interpolating
lines, which is simply (by the trapezoid rule):1
2
(pi+1,0 − pi,0) +
d−1∑
j=0
pi,j
 xi+1 − xi
d
The ideal area is simply Ci.
The histopolated function is stored as a number of linearly interpolated segments. Since the final
function required is a cumulative probability distribution function, the integral of the function is required.
For any particular linear segment with domain xi ≤ x < xi+1 of the underlying functions, there are three
quantities - Si, mi and ci. Si is the integral of the function from the lowest point up to the start of the
linear segment. mi andci define the gradient and offset respectively of the linear segment. Therefore,
the CPDF for this segment is:
CPDFi (x) = frac12mx
2 + cx+ Si −
(
1
2
mx2i + cxi
)
Note that Si+1 = CPDFi (xi+1).
Sampling of the CPDF starts with generating a random number r, uniformly distributed between 1
and zero. The segment corresponding to this r is then identified via a binary search of Si values. Once
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the segment has been identified, the location within the segment can be identified simply by solving the
quadratic above.
x± = K1 ±
√
K2 +K3y
where
K1 =
−ci
mi
K2 =
−2miSi + (ci +mixi)2
m2i
K3 =
2
mi
Since the underlying function is never negative, the CPDF can never be decreasing. Since the sign of
the gradient is negative at x− and positive at x+, the point in the domain of interest is x+.
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Solirte input file documentation
The following is a description of the main input files for Solirte. Some familiarity with the physics being
simulated is assumed.
C.1 Conventions
Unless otherwise specified, all units are SI units:
Quantity Unit
Distance metre
Mass kilogram
Temperature kelvin
Time second
Angle radian
Charge coulomb
Energy joule
Magnetic field strength tesla
Pressure pascal
Speed metre per second
All positions are as per the previous description of SOLITAIRE: the radius is the distance from the
axis of the solenoid, and the z position is the distance along the solenoid from a point 424.00 mm from
the front of the fixed Faraday cup. Positive z is in the direction of the detectors.
C.2 Input file formats
C.2.1 Run configuration file
General principles
The run configuration file has two structures. The first is a “group” structure, which has the form
of the group type followed by the group data contained in braces (“” and “”). Items inside a group
(property structures or nested group structures) are not delimited in any way. The second structure is
the “property” structure. This has the form of the property name, followed by a colon, followed by the
value.
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The values of a property structure can either be “primitive” values (such as a single integer) or an
“object” value. There are several forms of primitive values.
1. Number: this is simply a decimal number followed by an optional unit. As per SI requirements,
the number and the unit must be seperated by a space.
2. Number list: one or more numbers, seperated by commas.
3. Identifier: a word such as “betz” without quotation marks.
4. String: A single quoted string.
5. String list: one or more quoted strings, seperated by commas.
6. Gaussian: A Gaussian curve, parameterised by height, mean, and standard deviation. These three
values (each a “number” primitive) are contained inside parentheses and are comma-seperated.
7. Vector: A 3-dimensional vector. The three co-ordinates (each a “number” primitive) are contained
inside inequalities (“¡” and “¿”) and are comma-seperated.
8. Element: An identifier that describes a chemical element. The mass precedes the element symbol.
An “object” value usually corresponds to a C++ object constructor in the engine itself, and has
a similar form: the object name followed by the constructor parameters in parentheses (“(” and “)”).
Each object value is a primitive value.
Examples:
Type Example Notes
Number 0.125 Units are optional. See the section
“Units” for a list of implied units.
Number 12.5 cm Note the space between the number
and the unit.
Number list 90 deg, 255 deg, 285 deg
Identifier Betz
String “Detector”
String list “Detector” A string list can have a single item.
String list “Detector”, “Extension”
Gaussian (1, 0, 1.2 mm) Height of 1, mean of 0, standard de-
viation of 1.2 mm.
Vector <1, 0, 1.2 mm>
Object CObstrHole(“ExitCollimator”, 73.5 cm, 2.6 cm)
Element 48Ti Without quotes.
Overall structure
A run configuration file must contain one or more Obstructions groups, a single RunParams group, a
single Reaction group, and zero or more Gas groups. It can also contain zero or more ObstructionGroup
groups, and optionally a single Aperture group.
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Units
The following common units may be used (where % represents any of the SI prefixes):
1. Pressure: %Pa, %Torr
2. Distance: %m
3. Energy: %eV, J
4. Temperature: DegC, %K
5. Angle: deg, degrees, rad, radians
The following less common units may also be used:
1. Distance: in, ft, yd, mi
2. Temperature: DegF, DegR, %eV
Obstructions
Obstructions are specified in two group types. The first is a ObstructionGroup group. This is a
collection of obstructions assigned to a name. Each obstruction is specified by an object value, and
the group name is supplied by the GroupName property. The second group type is the Obstructions
group. This contains obstructions, as well as a number of properties that control how the obstructions
are used. The Log property specifies for which obstructions the hit events are logged to file. Even if
events for an obstruction are not logged to file, the number of ions hitting the obstruction will still show
up in the summary printed at the end of the run. The file name is given by the LogBaseName property
and appended with the obstruction name (and the magentic field strength if a field scan is being done).
The Disable property allows the disabling of obstructions without deleting them from the obstruction
lists. Similarly, the Disable property indicates that hits on the specified obstructions are logged, but
such interactions do not terminate the ion path. This can be useful when simulating multiple gas-filled
detectors.
ObstructionGroup group:
Property Type Notes
GroupName String Exactly one required.
(none) Object Zero or more obstruction objects.
Valid subgroups Notes
(none)
Obstructions group:
Property Type Notes
Log String list Optional.
LogBaseName String Optional. If not specified, it defaults to “Ob-
strHits”.
Disable String list Optional. Lists the names of obstructions to
disable.
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Obstructions group (continued):
Property Type Notes
Transparent String list Optional. Lists the names of obstructions which
are transparent (i.e.: a collision with these ob-
jects will not end the trace for that ion).
RootGraphics String Optional. Specifies a file name where ROOT
commands will be written that will enable ap-
proximate display of the obstruction layout.
(none) Object Zero or more obstruction objects.
Valid subgroups Notes
(none)
Obstruction objects:
1. CObstrCylinder (string Name, number StartZ, number EndZ, number Radius) : A solid cylinder of
radius Radius extending from StartZ to EndZ. Any ion with StartZ ≤ z ≤ EndZ and r ≤ Radius
hits.
2. CObstrCone (string Name, number StartZ, number EndZ, number StartRadius, num-
ber EndRadius) : A hollowed-out cone with radius StartRadius at StartZ and radius
EndRadius at EndZ. Any ion with StartZ ≤ z ≤ EndZ and r ≤ StartRadius +
z−StartZ
EndZ−StartZ (StartRadius− EndRadius) hits.
3. CObstrStopper (string Name, string RodName, number RelativeStartZ, number RelativeEndZ,
number Radius) : The same as a CObstrCylinder except that the z co-ordinates RelativeStartZ
and RelativeEndZ are relative to the StartZ property of the rod named in RodName. An alternative
form excludes the RelativeEndZ, which then creates a cylinder of thickness 1 mm.
4. CObstrRod (string Name, number StartZ, number EndZ, number Radius) : The same as a COb-
strCylinder except that it can be used as a relative position for CObstrStopper objects.
5. CObstrHole (string Name, number StartZ, number EndZ, number Radius) : An “inverse” cylinder
- a hole of radius Radius drilled into a solid area extending from StartZ to EndZ. Any ion with
StartZ ≤ z ≤ EndZ and r ≥ Radius hits.
6. CObstrEndOfLine (string Name, number Z) : An infinite plane at z co-ordinate Z. Any ion with
z ≥ Z hits.
7. CObstrSquare (string Name, number StartZ, number EndZ, number SideLength) : A solid axi-
aligned square with side length SideLength, centered on the Z-axis, extending from Z position
StartZ to EndZ.
8. CObstrSquare (string Name, number StartX, number StartY, number StartZ, number EndZ, num-
ber EndY, number EndZ) : Again, a sold axis-aligned square, but with arbitrary position and size.
9. CObstructionGroup (string GroupName) : A “virtual” obstruction. It processes all obstructions
specified in the obstruction group names GroupName.
In all cases, the Name property is the name of the obstruction for use in the output, Disable, etc.
The obstruction named “FaradayCup” (if such an object exists) serves a special purpose - see the “Run
parameters” section below for details.
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Aperture
The Aperture group contains details on the front aperture. If this group is excluded, the aperture is
disabled. The aperture is only used experimentally for diagnostic purposes.
Aperture group:
Property Type Notes
ZPos Number Required. This sets the position along the axis
of the solenoid of the aperture.
Valid subgroups Notes
Ring Specifies a ring of holes on the aperture. One or
more rings are required.
Ring group:
Property Type Notes
FromAxis Number Required. The distance from the axis to the
centre of one of the holes in the ring.
HoleRadius Number Required. The radius of the holes in the ring.
Phis Number list Required. The position of the holes in the
ring. Zero degrees is in the positive x direction,
though since everything else is axially symmetric
this doesn’t actually have a ”real-world” direc-
tion.
Valid subgroups Notes
Ring Specifies a ring of holes on the aperture. One or
more rings are required.
Run parameters
The RunParams group specifies details on the way that the engine is run.
RunParams group:
Property Type Notes
UpdateRes Integer list Optional. This sets how often the engine will
output the progress to the screen. A value of 10
would mean that the progress is updated every
10 * Granularity ions. Defaults to 100 if not
specified.
Granularity Integer Optional. This sets how large each “block” of
ions is. For performance reasons, the engine pro-
cesses ions in blocks. The main effect is when
doing GPGPU runs, where the texture size is de-
termined by the block size, and there is a large
variation in performance depending on the tex-
ture size. Defaults to 100 if not specified.
NumIons Integer Required, unless using a TRIM source in which
case it is optional. The total number of ions to
simulate.
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RunParams group (continued):
Property Type Notes
Simulate Identifier Required. Tells the simulator whether to sim-
ulate beam-like particles (“Elastics” or “ELs”)
or evaporation residues (“EvaporationResidues”
or “ERs”). This selects which group in the reac-
tion parameters is used, the mass and Z of the
ion, and for ERs it will also adjust the initial
energy to ensure conservation of momentum.
MaxAngle Number Required. This gives the maximum angle of the
initial particles relative to the z axis.
Engine String Optional. Depending on how Solirte has been
compiled there may be multiple simulation
engines available. All systems should have
“CPUFP64” (double-precision floating point
running on the CPU, the default, and also
selected with just “CPU”) and “CPUFP32”
(single precision floating point running on the
CPU). If DirectX 10 support was enabled when
compiling on Windows, “GPUDX10” is also
available (single precision floating point, run-
ning on the GPU).
TRIMSource String Optional. Instead of using initial energies, po-
sitions, and velocities selected from a distribu-
tion, a TRIM output file can be used instead.
If a TRIM source is specified, the initial posi-
tion and angle distributions are ignored, as is
the energy.
TRIMZOffset String Required if using TRIMSource, ignored other-
wise. This sets the Z position of the target, since
TRIM positions are typically relative to the up-
stream face of the target.
TRIMRepeats String Optional. If a TRIM source, then the number of
ions cast is the number of ions in the TRIM file
times TRIMRepeats, unless NumIons is specified.
ShaderPath String Optional. If GPGPU simulation is being used,
then Solirte has to load the shaders. These are
assumed to be in the current directory, unless
ShaderPath is specified (which is then used).
BZMax Number Specifies the magnetic field strength on the axis
of the solenoid. If specified as a property, a sin-
gle magnetic field strength will be used. If spec-
ified as a group a number of simulation runs will
be done. Either the group or property form must
be specified, or alternatively a MagField group
must be used.
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RunParams group (continued):
Valid subgroups Notes
MagField See the BZMax property above.
BZMax See the BZMax property above.
IonTrace Optional. Enables and sets the properties for
the ion trace. If not specified, no iontracing is
done.
BZMax group:
Property Type Notes
StartVal Number Required. The minimum BZMax value to use
for the scan.
EndVal Number Required. The maximum BZMax value to use
for the scan.
StepSize Number Required. The spacing between each BZMax
value.
Valid subgroups Notes
(none)
MagField group:
Property Type Notes
ZShift Number Optional. The magnetic field can be shifted
along the Z axis - this quantity determines the
size of that shift.
FieldFileName String Optional. Unless FieldFileName is specified,
then Solirte looks in the current directory for
a file called “sol-5mm.dat”, which contains the
magnetic field data. In order to reduce the num-
ber of copies of this file that are needed, a single
copy can be kept and the simulator pointed to
its location.
BZMax Number Specifies the magnetic field strength on the axis
of the solenoid. If specified as a property, a sin-
gle magnetic field strength will be used. If spec-
ified as a group a number of simulation runs will
be done. Either the group or property form must
be specified.
Valid subgroups Notes
BZMax See the BZMax property above.
IonTrace group:
Property Type Notes
IndexFile String Required. The filename of the iontrace index
file.
DataFile String Required. The filename of the iontrace data file.
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IonTrace group (continued):
Valid subgroups Notes
Log String list Optional. If specified, an ion must hit at least
one of these obstructions in order to be logged
to the ion trace file.
Valid subgroups Notes
(none)
Reaction parameters
The reaction parameters specifiy the system being analysed.
Reaction group:
Property Type Notes
Target Element Required (though only used for ER simulations).
The target element.
Beam Element Required. The beam element.
EvaporatedNeutrons Integer Optional (and only used in ER simulations).
The number of neutrons evaporated from the
ER. This is used both for calculating the initial
ion energy, and for calculating the mass of the
ion. Note that a non-zero number reduces the
ER momentum, thus will change the trajecto-
ries.
ELab Number/Object Required. Specifies the (lab) beam energy. This
can be a fixed energy (in which case a Number
can be used) or an energy distribution (in which
case an Object is required). This energy will
automatically be adjusted for ER simulations to
conserve momentum.
Valid subgroups Notes
ERs Contains the initial state data for ERs. Not used
or required for elastics simulations.
ELs Contains the initial state data for elasticss. Not
used or required for ER simulations.
The EL and ER groups both have the same structure.
ERs and ELs groups:
Property Type Notes
InitAngle Object Required. The initial angle distribution, in the
lab frame.
InitPosition Object Required. The initial position distribution.
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ERs and ELs groups (continued):
Valid subgroups Notes
AngularDerate Identifier Optional. May either be “true” (in case the ini-
tial energy distribution for a particular initial
angle is calculated based on the initial angular
distribution) or “false” (where the initial energy
is always exactly as given in the ELab property).
The default value is false.
AngularOverride Identifier Optional. May either be “true” or “false” (the
default). If true, then the initial angular distri-
bution is used to calculate the energy deratings
(see the property AngularDerate) but the angu-
lar distribution of the generated particles is flat
from 0 to the value specified in the MaxAngle
property.
Valid subgroups Notes
InitCSD Optional. Initial charge state distribution. If
not specified then it is assumed to be (q¯ = Solid,
hwhm = Solid) with ∆q = 0.
Initial angle objects:
1. CInitAngleDistFixed (number Angle) : A fixed initial angle.
2. CInitAngleDistUniform (number MinAngle, number MaxAngle) : A uniformly distributed angular
distribution between MinAngle and MaxAngle.
3. CInitAngleDistER (gaussian Gaus1, gaussian Gaus2) : A double-Gaussian distributed angular
distribution. The absolute heights of the Gaussians does not matter, only their relative heights.
Setting the height of the second Gaussian to zero effectively makes it a single-Gaussian distribution.
4. CInitAngleDistEL () : A Rutherford scattering angular distribution.
Note that the “FaradayCup” object has a special effect on the angular distribution. For EL simula-
tions, a minimum angle is chosen (on a per-ion basis since the initial position is per-ion) such that the
ion does not hit the FaradayCup object. This is needed as the Rutherford scattering distribution goes
to infinity at zero. Since it is done per-ion and each ion initial position follows some distribution, it is
nontrivial to calculate the absolute scattered beam particle transmission rate. It would require obtain-
ing (from TRIM, for example) an accurate scattering distribution, then combining that with the initial
position distribution to calculate the number that hit on the Faraday cup. For a given initial position
distribution and Faraday cup position, the percentage of ions lost in the Faraday cup is constant.
Since ER distributions do not diverge at 0◦, this optimisation is not used for ER simulations.
Initial position objects:
1. CInitPosDistFixed (vector Angle) : A fixed initial position.
2. CInitPosDistLine (vector Point1, vector Point2) : Initial positions will be uniformly distributed
along the line connecting Point1 and Point2.
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3. CInitPosDistGaussian (gaussian GausX, gaussian GausY, number ZPos) : The initial x position is
determined by GausX, the y position by GausY, and the z position is fixed at ZPos.
4. CInitPosDistRing (number Radius, number ZPos) : The initial positions are uniformly selected
from a circle (on the x-y plane) of radius Radius. The z position is fixed at ZPos.
InitCSD group:
Property Type Notes
QBar Identifier/Number Required. If it is an identifier, it specifies how
to calculate q¯. If it is a number it is interpreted
as the q¯ to use.
HWHM Identifier/Number Required. If it is an identifier, it specifies how
to calculate the HWHM. If it is a number it is
interpreted as the HWHM to use.
DeltaQ Number Optional. This value is added to q¯. If not spec-
ified defaults to zero.
QScale Number Optional. q¯ is scaled by this value prior to
adding DeltaQ. If not specified defaults to 1.
Valid subgroups Notes
(none)
Valid QBar identifers are:
1. Betz: Betz [Phys. Lett. 22, 643-644 (1966)].
2. DmitrievNikolaev: Dmitriev and Nikolaev [Sov. Phys. JETP 20, 409 (1964)].
3. Oganessian: Oganessian [Z. Phys. Suppl. D21, 357-358 (1991)].
4. Popeko: Original function that came with the program SOLENO, unknown origin.
5. SchiwietzGrande: [NIM B 175, 125-131 (2001)].
6. Solid: Nikolaev [Phys. Lett. A28, 277-278 (1968)].
Valid HWHM identifers are:
1. Betz: Betz [Rev Mod. Phys 44, 465-539 (1972)].
2. DmitrievNikolaev: Dmitriev and Nikolaev [Sov. Phys. JETP 20, 409 (1964)].
3. DmitrievNikolaevSolimike: Dmitriev and Nikolaev as implemented in Solimike (slightly different
than given above).
4. Solid: Nikolaev [Phys. Lett. A28, 277-278 (1968)].
Gas parameters
Any number of gases can be specified, including no gas at all. Each gas is represented by a Gas group.
The gases are treated as independent - adding another gas does nothing to the number of molecules per
unit volume (N in N = PVRT ) of the previous gases. Molecular gases (other than H2 and N2) are not
directly supported, though can be approximated through multiple gases.
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Gas group:
Property Type Notes
Z Integer Required. Number of protons in the gas atom.
A Integer Required. The mass of the gas atom in atomic
mass units.
Pressure Number Required. The gas pressure.
Temperature Number Optional. The temperature of the gas. If not
specified it defaults to 293.15 K.
BScale Number Optional. Scales the randomly selected impact
parameter, effectively increasing the amount of
scattering. This should not in general be set un-
less testing to determine the impact of scattering
on the result.
Valid subgroups Notes
CSD Optional. The equilibrium charge state distri-
bution of ions in the gas. If not specified then
it is assumed to be (q¯ = Betz, hwhm = Betz)
with ∆q = q¯ = 0. The structure of this group is
identical to InitCSD.
Example input
The following shows all the main features of the run configuration file. Most files will be less complex
than this. Here, there are two gases specified (helium + nitrogen), and the settings for both ERs and
elastics are shown. The file is configured to do elastics, though all that is required to simulate ERs is to
change the Simulate property in the RunParams group.
C.2.2 Magnetic field file
Solirte always loads the magnetic field from the ASCII file sol-5mm.dat unless otherwise specified. Each
line is this file contains (in order, seperated by whitespace) the radius, the z position, the radial magnetic
field strength and the axial (ie: in the z direction) field strength. The field strength units are arbitrary,
and the raw data needs to be scaled to the desired field strength. The field strength as given to the
simulator, BZMax, is the maximum field strength along the axis. Although the file format allows for
significant flexibility in the order of points in the file, the loading mechanism only supports files that
specify the field at every point on a regular grid, first stepping through r then z.
C.3 Output file formats
C.3.1 General file headers and structure
One of the problems with using a binary file format is portability across platforms and compilers.
Structures can be aligned and padded differently on different platform, and the padding/alignment can
even change with different versions of the compiler. Additionally, there is the issue of endianness. A
16-bit value 0x1234 takes up two bytes in memory. It can be stored as (0x12, 0x34), or (0x34, 0x12).
These are called big endian and little endian respectively. This naming scheme comes from Johnathan
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Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels where the big-endians crack open boiled eggs at the big end and little-endians
crack open boiled eggs at the small end.
Similarly, the 32-bit value 0x12345678 can be stored as (0x12, 0x34, 0x56, 0x78) or (0x78, 0x56,
0x34, 0x12) 1. When writing memory directly to disk, these orders persist. This is a problem if the file
is written on a little endian machine, and read back on a big endian machine, as the value will be read
back as 0x78563412 instead of 0x12345678. There are two possible solutions to this. The first is to have
a strictly specified on-disk format, and transform the data prior to writing it to disk and after reading
it from disk. The other solution is to store the structure definition along with the file and have the
reading program check compatibility. Solirte uses the latter solution, as it allows transparent forwards
compatibility.
Hence, all values in the file are written in host byte order (no endian transformations are done). At
the start of a file, the 16-bit signature 0x1234 is written. This is so that the endian-ness of the file can be
determined when reading the file back. Following this signature is the structure definition. A structure
definition is made up of a 16-bit value specifying the length of the string, followed by an ASCII string
containing the structure layout data.
The structure layout data is a series of “|” (ASCII code 0x7C) separated entries. Each entry contains
the offset of the structure field, the name of the field, and the size of the field. The form of the entry
is “FieldOffset:FieldName(FieldSize)”. Non-array fields have a single entry and array fields have three
entries: one for the first element, one for the second element, and one for the array as a whole. This is
so that padding of both individual elements and the array as a whole can be calculated.
Additionally, the start of the structure layout string begins with the structure name, followed with the
total structure size in parentheses, followed by an equals sign. The structure layout string is terminated
by an exclamation mark, not zero-terminated.
For example, consider the following structure (assume no padding)
typedef struct TAG_ExampleStruct
{
uint32 SingleField;
uint16 ArrayField[5];
} TExampleStruct;
SingleField has a single entry “0:SingleField(4)”. The array field has three entries: “4:Array-
Field[0](2)”, “6:ArrayField[1](2)”, “4:ArrayField(10)”. These four fields are then combined into a single
string, containing the structure name and the size of the overall structure:
TExampleStruct(14)=0:SingleField(4)|4:ArrayField[0](2)|6:ArrayField[1](2)|4:ArrayField(10)!
The structure definitions shown in this file are those currently used by Solirte with GCC 3.4.4 on
x86.
C.3.2 Obstruction hits
Obstructions hit files are simple lists of events. Hits for different obstructions are stored in different files,
with the file name indicating the obstruction that the file corresponds to.
1While there are historically interesting platforms where several further orders are possible, such machines are unlikely
to be used for running Solirte.
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Offset Name Type Description
0 IonID sint32 Unique ion ID.
4 FirstRMinR double Radius at the first point of closest approach to the axis.
12 FirstRMinZ double z co-ordinate at the first point of closest approach to the axis.
20 EndPoint SoliVector Position where the ion hit the obstruction.
52 InitialE double Initial energy.
60 InitialAngle double Initial angle from the z axis.
68 TimeOfFlight double Time from the time the ion left the target to when it hit.
Structure definition:
TIonStats(76)=0:IonID(4)|4:FirstRMinR(8)|12:FirstRMinZ(8)|20:EndPoint(32)| ←↩
52:InitialE(8)|60:InitialAngle(8)|68:TimeOfFlight(8)!
C.3.3 Ion trace
The ion trace data is split into two files. The first is the ion trace index file (typically with the extension
“idx”) and the second is the ion trace data file (typically with extension “dat”). The index file specifies
what range of entries in the data file correspond to which ion index. The indices are written in blocks,
each block containing ION TRACE INDICES (currently set to 512) index records.
Offset Name Type Description
0 StartIndex sint32 Index of the first ion trace element in the data file.
4 ElementCount sint32 Number of ion trace elements.
8 IonID sint32 Ion ID.
Structure definition:
TIonTraceIdx(6144)=0:IdxData[0](4)|4:IdxData[1](4)|0:IdxData(6144)!
The entries in the data file are simply (r, z) pairs. Again, the pairs are written in block, each block
containing ION TRACE DATENTRIES (currently set to 32768) (r, z) pairs. The 1cm z spacing is a result of
the maximum integration step distance. An ion trace entry is written whenever the r or z co-ordinate
(in their respective ion trace units) changes. In order to get a relatively continuous curve, the ion trace z
units must be larger than (or equal to) the maximum integration step distance. Since the radial motion
is relatively slow compared to the z-axis motion, the much smaller unit can be used without sacrificing
continuity.
Offset Name Type Description
0 r uint16 Radius in units of 0.1mm.
4 z uint16 z co-ordinate in units of 1cm
Structure definition:
TIonTraceDat(131072)=0:IonData[0](2)|2:IonData[1](2)|0:IonData(131072)!
Internally, these two structures are represented as arrays of sint32 and uint16 respectively. While
it would be possible to define these with struct definitions, different compilers will pad the structure
differently, and defining as a simple array avoids these potential problems.
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C.4 ROOT functions
C.4.1 Common
The Solirte ROOT libraries need to be built against the installed ROOT version. They have been tested
on most recent versions of ROOT up to and including version 5.24/00. The Solirte libraries are loaded
using the ROOT command
.L libsolirteroot.so
Additionally, the plots are much more easily viewed with the color spectrum palette (violet = lowest,
fading to red = highest). This is set with the command
gStyle->SetPalette(1);
C.4.2 Hit masks
Hit masks are used to select which events/trajectories to plot. They use the hit event files, typically
called “ObstrHitsXXXXXX.raw” where “XXXXXX” is the name of the object being hit. To create a
hit mask from a file, simply create a CSolirteHitMaskFile with the name of the file as a parameter:
CSolirteHitMaskFile MaskDetector("ObstrHitsDetector.raw");
This creates a hit mask object called MaskDetector, with the contents loaded from the file “ObstrHits-
Detector.raw”.
Hit masks can be combined using C-like logical operators:
Symbol Operation
! NOT
& AND
| OR
ˆ XOR (A XOR B = either A or B, but not both)
The objects created as a result of these operations are of type CSolirteHitMask.
These can be used as assignment or boolean operators:
Expression Description
CSolirteHitMask X = !Y; The inverse of Y is stored in X.
CSolirteHitMask Z = X ˆY; X is XORed with Y, and the result is stored in Z.
CSolirteHitMask X ˆ= Y; X is XORed with Y, and the result is stored in X.
Finally, individual bits can be obtained, set, or unset using the functions GetBit, SetBit, and Unset-
Bit. The entire contents of the hit mask can also be inverted using the Invert function.
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Expression Description
bool BitValue = X.GetBit(10); The bit corresponding to the ion with ID 10 (ie: the 11th
ion) is stored in BitValue.
X.SetBit(10); The bit corresponding to the ion with ID 10 is set to be
“true”.
X.UnsetBit(10); The bit corresponding to the ion with ID 10 is set to be
“false”.
X.Invert(); The contents of X are inverted. Any bits that were “true”
now are “false”, and any bits that were “false” are now
“true”.
C.4.3 Event plotting
There are currently 7 event plotting types. Four of these are 1-dimensional plots: X, Y, radius, and
initial energy. There are also 3 two-dimensional plots: X vs Y, initial angle vs final radius, and initial
angle vs initial energy. All of these have the same calling syntax:
SolirteHistFill_FUNC(HitFileName, Histogram, HitMask).
HitFileName is a string containing the name of the file to plot, Histogram is a pointer to a histogram
object, and HitMask is a pointer to a HitMask object. HitMask can be omitted if no hit mask is required.
The axes used for each plot are:
1. SolirteHistFill X, SolirteHistFill Y, SolirteHistFill R: X axis is in meters.
2. SolirteHistFill XY: Both the X and Y axes are in meters.
3. SolirteHistFill E (initial energy): The X axis is in MeV.
4. SolirteHistFill AngleR (initial angle vs final radius): The X axis is in meters, the Y axis is in
radians.
5. SolirteHistFill AngleE (initial angle vs final radius): The X axis is in MeV, the Y axis is in
radians.
The following script will create X, Y, radius, and X-Y plots for detector hits without using a hit
mask. It creates individual canvases for the X-Y and radial plots, and another canvas where both the X
and Y graphs are overlayed on each other.
TCanvas *XYCanvas = new TCanvas("XYCanvas", "Detector X-Y");
XYCanvas->SetLogz();
TH2 *detector_xy = new TH2I("detector_xy", "Detector X-Y plot",
1000, -0.10, 0.10, 1000, -0.10, 0.10);
SolirteHistFill_XY("ObstrHitsDetector.raw", detector_xy);
detector_xy->Draw("COLZ");
TCanvas *RCanvas = new TCanvas("RCanvas", "Detector R");
TH1 *detector_r = new TH1I("detector_r", "Detector radial plot", 1000, 0, 0.15);
SolirteHistFill_R("ObstrHitsDetector.raw", detector_r);
detector_r->Draw();
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TCanvas *XandYCanvas = new TCanvas("XandYCanvas", "Detector X and Y");
TH1 *detector_x = new TH1I("detector_x", "Detector X plot", 1000, 0, 0.10);
SolirteHistFill_X("ObstrHitsDetector.raw", detector_x);
detector_x->Draw();
TH1 *detector_y = new TH1I("detector_y", "Detector Y plot", 1000, 0, 0.10);
SolirteHistFill_Y("ObstrHitsDetector.raw", detector_y);
detector_y->Draw("same");
The number of bins and the range (the numeric parameters in the histogram creation) can be tuned for
the individual situation.
C.4.4 Iontrace plotting
Iontrace plotting is very similar to the event plotting:
TCanvas *ITCanvas = new TCanvas("ITCanvas", "Ion trace (ions hit detector)");
TH2 *it_det = new TH2I("it_det", "Ion Trace (ions hit detector)",
220, -80, 140, 1000, 0, 1000);
SolirteHistFill_Iontrace("iontrace", it_det, &MaskDetector);
ITCanvas->SetLogz();
it_det->Draw("COLZ");
This creates a canvas and a histogram, then fills the histogram with the iontrace data from “iontrace.dat”
and “iontrace.idx” using the hit mask MaskDetector (created as above). If the iontrace files are called
something other than “iontrace.dat/idx” then the first parameter of SolirteHistFill Iontrace needs to be
adjusted to match. The hit mask can be omitted if all traces are to be plotted.
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Solirte input files
D.1 Field scan for 160 MeV 34S on 168Er through N2
ObstructionGroup
{
GroupName: "GeometryBase"
CObstrCylinder ("FaradayCup", -42.40 cm, -40.33 cm, 0.25 cm )
CObstrCone ("NoseCone", -65.575 cm, -45.00 cm, 1.737 cm, 6.1 cm)
CObstrHole ("WarmBore", -45.00 cm, 55.30 cm, 9.85 cm )
CObstrHole ("WarmBoreExit", 55.00 cm, 56.55 cm, 7.45 cm )
}
Obstructions
{
CObstructionGroup ("GeometryBase")
CObstrSquare("DetectorF", 94.45 cm, 94.95 cm, 20.0 cm)
CObstrSquare("DetectorB", 118.45 cm, 118.95 cm, 20.0 cm)
CObstrEndOfLine("EndOfLine", 119.45 cm)
CObstrRod("Rod", 18.4 cm, 43.4 cm, 0.2 cm)
CObstrStopper("Stopper1", "Rod", 2.50 cm, 0.6 cm)
CObstrStopper("Stopper2", "Rod", 12.50 cm, 0.6 cm)
CObstrStopper("Stopper3", "Rod", 22.50 cm, 0.6 cm)
Transparent: "DetectorF"
Log: "DetectorF", "DetectorB"
LogBaseName: "gas_n2"
}
RunParams
{
MagField
{
BZMax
{
StartVal: 5.875
EndVal: 6.625
StepSize: 0.125
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}
FieldFileName: "sol-5mm.dat"
}
UpdateRes: 10
Granularity: 100
NumIons: 10000
Simulate: ERs
MaxAngle: 11 deg
}
Reaction
{
Target: 168Er
Beam: 34S
ELab: CInitEDistFixed(160 MeV)
ERs
{
InitCSD
{
QBar: Solid
HWHM: Solid
}
InitAngle: CInitAngleDistER((0.943, 0, 1.41 deg), (0.057, 0, 3.58 deg))
InitPosition: CInitPosDistGaussian((1, 0, 0.51 mm), (1, 0, 0.255 mm), -744.92 mm)
AngularDerate: true
}
}
Gas
{
Z: 7
A: 14
Pressure: 0.25 torr
Temperature: 20 degc
CSD
{
QBar: SchiwietzGrande
HWHM: Betz
QScale: 1.04568
}
}
D.2 Mean charge state for 221.16 MeV 58Ni on 64Ni
ObstructionGroup
{
GroupName: "GeometryBase"
CObstrCylinder ("FaradayCup", -42.40 cm, -40.33 cm, 0.25 cm )
CObstrCone ("NoseCone", -65.575 cm, -45.00 cm, 1.737 cm, 6.1 cm)
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CObstrHole ("WarmBore", -45.00 cm, 55.30 cm, 9.85 cm )
CObstrHole ("WarmBoreExit", 55.00 cm, 56.55 cm, 7.45 cm )
}
Obstructions
{
CObstructionGroup ("GeometryBase")
CObstrCylinder("FaradayCupExt", -40.33 cm, -40.43 cm, 0.375 cm)
CObstrSquare("DetectorF", 94.45 cm, 94.95 cm, 20.0 cm)
CObstrSquare("DetectorB", 118.45 cm, 118.95 cm, 20.0 cm)
CObstrEndOfLine("EndOfLine", 119.45 cm)
CObstrRod("Rod", 18.4 cm, 43.4 cm, 0.2 cm)
CObstrStopper("Stopper1", "Rod", 2.50 cm, 0.6 cm)
CObstrStopper("Stopper2", "Rod", 12.50 cm, 0.6 cm)
CObstrStopper("Stopper3", "Rod", 22.50 cm, 0.6 cm)
Transparent: "DetectorF"
Log: "DetectorF", "DetectorB"
LogBaseName: "qscale-er"
}
RunParams
{
MagField
{
BZMax: 5.5
FieldFileName: "../../../sol-5mm.dat"
}
UpdateRes: 10
Granularity: 100
NumIons: 10000
Simulate: ERs
MaxAngle: 11 deg
}
Reaction
{
Target: 64Ni
Beam: 58Ni
ELab: CInitEDistFixed(221.16 MeV)
ERs
{
InitCSD
{
QBar: Solid
HWHM: Solid
}
InitAngle: CInitAngleDistER((0.55, 0, 1.25 deg), (0.45, 0, 2.70 deg))
InitPosition: CInitPosDistGaussian((1, 0, 0.51 mm), (1, 0, 0.255 mm), -744.92 mm)
AngularDerate: true
}
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}
Gas
{
Z: 2
A: 4
Pressure: 1 torr
Temperature: 20 degc
CSD
{
QBar: SchiwietzGrandeb
HWHM: Betz
qscale: %QSCALE%
}
}
D.3 Final radius vs initial angle for 239.1 MeV 58Ni on 60Ni
Note: the detector positions here were accidentally shifted back by 4 cm relative to their actual position.
This is not expected to have a significant impact on the final result, since the qscale parameter was
determined with the same input.
ObstructionGroup
{
GroupName: "GeometryBase"
CObstrCylinder ("FaradayCup", -42.40 cm, -40.33 cm, 0.25 cm )
CObstrCylinder ("FaradayCupExt", -40.33 cm, -40.43 cm, 0.375 cm )
CObstrCone ("NoseCone", -65.575 cm, -45.00 cm, 1.737 cm, 6.1 cm)
CObstrHole ("WarmBore", -45.00 cm, 55.30 cm, 9.85 cm )
CObstrRod ("Rod", 18.4 cm, 43.4 cm, 0.2 cm )
CObstrStopper ("Stopper1", "Rod", 2.5 cm, 0.6 cm )
CObstrStopper ("Stopper2", "Rod", 12.5 cm, 0.6 cm )
CObstrStopper ("Stopper3", "Rod", 22.5 cm, 0.6 cm )
CObstrHole ("WarmBoreExit", 55.3 cm, 56.55 cm, 7.45 cm )
CObstrHole ("ExitCollimator", 56.55 cm, 57.3 cm, 2.6 cm )
CObstrEndOfLine ("EndOfLine", 125.0 cm )
}
Obstructions
{
CObstructionGroup ("GeometryBase" )
CObstrSquare ("DetectorF", 99.45 cm, 99.95 cm, 20.0 cm )
CObstrSquare ("DetectorB", 122.39 cm, 122.89 cm, 20.0 cm )
Transparent: "DetectorF"
Log: "DetectorF", "DetectorB"
LogBaseName: "er-input"
}
RunParams
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{
MagField
{
BZMax: 5.5
FieldFileName: "sol-5mm.dat"
}
UpdateRes: 10
Granularity: 100
NumIons: 3200000
Simulate: ERs
MaxAngle: 11 deg
}
Reaction
{
Target: 60Ni
Beam: 58Ni
ELab: 239.1 MeV
ERs
{
InitCSD
{
QBar: Solid
HWHM: Solid
}
InitAngle: CInitAngleDistER((0.4, 0, 1.7 deg), (0.6, 0, 2.8 deg))
InitPosition: CInitPosDistGaussian((1, 0, 0.51 mm), (1, 0, 0.255 mm), -744.92 mm)
AngularDerate: true
AngularOverride: true
}
}
Gas
{
Z: 2
A: 4
Pressure: 1.0 torr
Temperature: 20 degc
CSD
{
QBar: SchiwietzGrande
HWHM: Betz
qscale: 0.9136
}
}
D.4 Gas mixtures for 140 MeV 28Si on 124Sn
ObstructionGroup
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{
GroupName: "GeometryBase"
CObstrCylinder ("FaradayCup", -42.40 cm, -40.33 cm, 0.25 cm )
CObstrCone ("NoseCone", -65.575 cm, -45.00 cm, 1.737 cm, 6.1 cm)
CObstrHole ("WarmBore", -45.00 cm, 55.30 cm, 9.85 cm )
CObstrHole ("WarmBoreExit", 55.00 cm, 56.55 cm, 7.45 cm )
}
Obstructions
{
CObstructionGroup ("GeometryBase")
CObstrRod("FrontRod", -40.33 cm, 18.4 cm, 0.25 cm)
CObstrStopper("FrontStopper2", "FrontRod", 28.63 cm, 0.5 cm)
CObstrStopper("FrontStopper1", "FrontRod", 49.03 cm, 0.5 cm)
CObstrSquare("DetectorB", 120.45 cm, 120.95 cm, 20.0 cm)
CObstrEndOfLine("EndOfLine", 121.45 cm)
CObstrRod("Rod", 18.4 cm, 43.4 cm, 0.2 cm)
CObstrStopper("Stopper1", "Rod", 2.50 cm, 0.6 cm)
CObstrStopper("Stopper2", "Rod", 12.50 cm, 0.6 cm)
CObstrStopper("Stopper3", "Rod", 22.50 cm, 0.6 cm)
Log: "DetectorB"
LogBaseName: "%Prefix%"
}
RunParams
{
MagField
{
BZMax: %BZMax%
FieldFileName: "/home/michael/Masters/runs-final/sol-5mm.dat"
}
UpdateRes: 10
Granularity: 100
NumIons: 10000
Simulate: ERs
MaxAngle: 11 deg
TRIMSource: "28Si-140MeV-124Sn-200-20ug.txt"
TRIMZOffset: -744.92 mm
}
Reaction
{
Target: 124Sn
Beam: 28Si
ERs
{
InitCSD
{
QBar: Solid
HWHM: Solid
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}
}
}
Gas
{
Z: 2
A: 4
Pressure: %HePressure% torr
Temperature: 20 degc
CSD
{
QBar: SchiwietzGrande
HWHM: Betz
QScale: 0.94
}
}
Gas
{
Z: 7
A: 14
Pressure: %N2Pressure% torr
Temperature: 20 degc
CSD
{
QBar: SchiwietzGrande
HWHM: Betz
QScale: 1.1
}
}
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